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1981-82 MISCELLANEOUS TAX BILLS XIII

klIDAY, DECEMBER A1, 1981

U.S. SENATE,
'COMMrrru o; FINANCE,

SUBCOMM1 ON TAXATION AND Dwr MANAGEMENT,
Washington, D.C.

The hearing was convened, pursuant to notice, at 10:18 am., in
room 2221, Hon. Bob Packwood (chairman) presiding.

Present: Senators Packwood, Wallop, and Danforth.
The, press release announcing this hearing the Joint Committee

on Taxation's description, the text of bills S. 696,S. 1757,S. 1888, and
the prepared statement of Senator Danforth follow:]

(Prom Relem)

FINANCE SUBOOMMIrr ON TAXATtON AND Dum MANAGEMENT S"RA INO ON
Two MmaLuANzous TAX Bzus

The Honorable Bob Packwood, Chairman of the Subcommittee on Taxation and
Debt Management of the Senate Committee on Finance, announced today that the
Subcommittee will hold a hearing on Friday, December 11, 1981, on two miscella-
neous tax bills.

The hearing will begin at 10:15 a.m. in Room 2221 of the Dirksen Senate Office
Building.

The following proposals will be considered:
S. 696-Introduced by Senator Danforth. S. 696 would provide that certain organi-

zations, whose activities are devoted to the operation of a library that serves the
public, be treated as a tax-exempt public charity. V

S. 1888-Introduced by Senator Packwood for himself and others. S. 1883 would
conform the net operating loss carryback and carryforward treatment of the Federal
National Mortgage Association to that of other financial institutions.

()
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DESCRIPTION OF TAX BUL
(S 69, S. 1757, and S. 1883)

SCHEDULED FOR A HEAING

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND

DEBT MANAGEMENT

PWAW Wo2 TH I Uu OF TXX

COMMITTEE "ON FINANCE
BY THE STAFF OF THE

, JOINT COMMITTEE ON. TAXATION

INTRODUCTION

The bills described in this pamphlet have been scheduled for a pub-
lic hearing on December 11, 1981, by the Senate Finance Subcommittee
on Taxation and Debt Management.

There are three bills scheduled for the hearing:, (1) 8: 696 (relating
to private foundations, statue of certain library organizations) ; (2)
S. 1757 (relating to tax-ekempt status of certain amateur tletic
organizations) ; and (8) S. 188 (relating to net operating loss treat-
ment of the Federal National Mort~ge Association).

The first part of the pamphlet is a summary of the bills. This is
followed by a more detailed description of the bills, including present
law, issues, explanation of provisions, effective dates, and estimated
revenue effect&
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1. . 696-Senator Danforth

Exclusion from PfIvate Foundation Status of Certain Library
Organizatlons

Uoder present law, the term "private foundation" mens an y tax,
exempt charitable religious, scientific, public safety, literary or edu.
national organizations, other than certa seMoiled types of oraniza-
tions that could be described as "public charitie." ,ublie lerities"
include (1) certain orgizations defined principally in terms of heir
ftnction (churches, se-o6ls hospitals, ertain medical research orga-
nizations, and governmental unit), (2) certain organizations that
receive speciied amounts of !'public" support, and (8) organizations
that are "supporting" organizations t6 other public charities.

Under the .11i, an oganization that operates a qualified library
would be wxluded from private foundation status. A qualified library
would be one that was established as a library by a aw' of a State,
of the UMited States, of a possession of the Uiited States, of the
District of Columbia, or, before 1789, in the eo- rphic area now
comprising the United States, and4that is o e _tecby the organiza-
tion as a permanent and principal part of it public services. Alterna-
tvely, a, qualified ibrai,7 woul d be any library that is open and avail.
able to the general pub ic. does not charge afee for admission or for
tse of the library collection on its premises, and is operated by an
organization, none of whose income is expended for purposes other
than the construction, maintenance, expansion, operation, or manage-
ment of such library and its premises

The bill -is intended to benefit principally two libraries, the St.
Louis Mercantile Library, located in St. Louis, Missouri, and the
Linda Hall Library, located in Kansas City, Missouri.

The provisions of the bill would be effective on the date of
enactment.

2.S. 1757-Senator Stevens

Tax-Exempt Status of Certain Amateur Athletic Organizations
Under present law. athletic organizations which teach youth or

which are affiliated with charitable organizations have been able to
qualify for exemption under'section 501(c) (8) of the Code and have
been eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions. In addition, the
Tax Reform Aet of 1976 provided that certain athletic organizations
also could be eligible for exemption and could receive tax-deductible
contributions. In order for this group of athletic organizations toqualify, the organization must . organized and operated for the
primarv purpose of fostering national or international amateur sports
compete Ion, but only if no part of the organization's activities in-
votves th provision of athletic facilities or equipment.
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The bill would provide that part~in athletic organizations would be
exempt under section 501 (c)(3) and could receive tax-deductible
cOntributions despite the fact that the organization provides athletic
facilities or equipment or that iti membership is local or regional in
nature where the organization was organized and operated to conduct
national or international competition in certain sports or to support
and develop amateur athletes for national or international compete
tion in those sports. The bill would be effective as of October 5, 1976.

3. S. 1883-Senator Packwood, et al.

Net Operating Loss Treatment of the. Federal National
Mortgage Association

Under present law, taxpayers generally may carry back a net oper-
ating b Is(NOL) for 3 years and carry forwa d an NOL for 15 years.
Banks and certain other financial institutions pre permitted a special10-yeoar carrback and a 5-year carryover. The Federal National Mort-
gage Association (FNMA) is not eligible for the special 10-year OL
cwrybick, and thus must use the 3-year carryback and 15-year carry.
over rule.

The bill would provide a 10-yes: carryback and a 5-year carryover
for NOL's of the FNMA. Thus, the carryback period would be
lengthened by 7 years and the carryover period would be shortened
by 10 years. The bill would be effective for NOL's incurred in taxable
years egihn*ing' after, December 81,1981.
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IT. DESCRIPTION OF THE !BILLS

1. S. 696-Senator Danforth

Exclusion from Private Foundation Status of Certain Library
Organizations

Present Law
Under section 509(a) of the Code, the term "private foundation"

means any tax-exempt chri-itable, reigious, educational, or other orga-nization described in section 501 (c) (8), other than certain specifiedtypes of or.nizatons. These excluded organizations,. which could becalled "public charities," include (1) certain organizations definedprincipaly in terms of their function, such as churches, schools, hos-pitals, certain medical'and research organizations, and governmentalunits; (2) certain organizations that receive specified amounts of "pub-lic" support such as grants, contributions membership fees, admis-sion fees ana fees for performal. ce of services not unilat6d to theirta-exempt purpose; (8) organizations that are "supporting" orga-nizations'to, other public charities; and (4) organizations operated
exclusively fot the testing for public safety.'

A private foundation is subject to an annual two-percent excis6 taxon its net investment income (sec. 4940). Generally, a private founda-tion also is subject to excise taxes:if it fails to make specified annualdistributions for exempt purposes, violates prohibitions against ac-quirin or holding "excem" business interests, makes investmentsdeemed, to; jeopardize its exempt purposes, or makes certain "taxableexpenditures" secss. 4942-4945). In addition, excise taxes are imposedon any act of self-dealing between a disqualified person and a private
foundation; such taxes are to bepaid by the disqualified pesoln aldany foundation manager participating in the act of sel -dealYi

Under section 170 of the Code individuals generally may deduct giftsOf Cub to ublie charities or to private operating foundations I to t eeent of 0 percent of their adjusted gross income in the year of co"i-triution with a five-year carryforward of any excess. In contract,gifts of cash to nonoperating private foundations generally are dp-ductible to the extent of 20 percent of adjusted gross income, with 4ocarryforward. Also, a donor of long-term capital gain property to apubliccharity or private operating foundation generaf-y can dedu t
'In general, a private foundation is an "operating foundation, If it opensubstantially all of its adjusted net Income or its minimum investment retuS,whichever Is less, directly for the conduct of its exempt purpose, and if it mee=o of threeothertests (sec. 4942(j) (8) ). a t
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the property's fair market yalue up to 80 percent of the individual's
adjusted gross income (With a 5-year carryforward), whereas *ith
contributions of such property to nonoperating private foundations,
the deductible amount generally equals fair market value less 40
cent of the gain that would have been recognized if the property had
been sold, s limited to 20 percent of the individual's adjusted gross

income, and has no available carryforward.

Issue

The issue is whether the categories, of charitable organizations ex-'
eluded from private foundation status should be expanded to include
certain organizations. hat operate either (1) libraries that were estab-
lished by State or Federal statute, or (2) libraries that are open to the
publie-free of charge, ,

Explanation of the Bill
The bill would exclude from private foundation status an orgniza-

tion that operates a qualified library by amending section 170(b)(1)
-(A) (ii) of the Code (relating to percentage of income limitations
on deducttons to charitable organizations), which describes educa-
tional organization, to, include any organization that operates a
qualified library. Organization described in that section are already
excluded, by cross reference, from private foundation status. •

To' be treated as a qualified library under the bill, such library (a)
must have been established as a library by a law of a State, a law of
tho United States, a law of a possession of the United States, a law
of the District of Columbia, or, before !789, in the geographic area
now comprising'the United States, and. (b) must be operated by an
organization as a permanent and principal part of its public services.

Alternatively, a library will be treated as a qualified library if it
(a) is open and available to the general public, (b) does not charge
a fee for admission or use of its collection on the premises, and (e)is
operated by n organization, none of whose income is expended for
purposes other than the construction, maintenance, expansion, opera-
tion., or management of the library, its collection, and the premises on
Which it is located..

An organization that, for.-its first taxable year beginning after the
date 'of enactment. is an A'organizatjon which operates a qualified
library" under the 'bill would be. treated as not having been a private
foundation at itny time before the first day of such first taxable year.

The bill is intended to benefit principally two libraries, the St.
Louis Mercantile Library, located in St, Louis, Missouri,, and -th ,
LinOa Hall Library located in Kansas City, Missouri.

Effective Date
"The provisions of the bill would be effective on enactment.

Revenue Effect
X[ is estimated that this bill wouk reduce fiscal year budget receipts

by less than $1 million annually.
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2 S. 177-Senator Stevens

Tax.Exempt Status of Certain Amateur Athletic Organizations

Present Law

Under present law, athletic organizations which teach youth or
which are affiliated with charitable organizations have been able to
qualify for exemption under section 501 (e) (8) of the Code and have
been eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions. In addition, the
Tax Reform Act of 1976 provided that certain athletic or ganzations
also could be eligible for exemption under section 501(c) a and could
receive tax-deductible contributions. In order for this atter group of
athletic organizations to qualify for exemption under section 501
(c) (8), the organization must be organized and operated for the pri-
mary purpose of fostering national or international amateur sports
competition, but only if no' prt of the organization's activities in-
volves the provision of athlefic facilities or equipment. The purpose
of the restriction of athletic facilities and ecopment was to prevent
the allowance of, tax benefits, including deductible contributions, for
organizations which, like social clubs, provide facilities and equip-
ment for their members.

Because of these restrictions, the Internal Revenue Service has not
granted favorable, rulings to a number of athletic organizations in-
cluding the national governing boards of several sports, because those
organizations provided athletic facilities or equipment or because the
membership of those organizations is local or regional in nature.

Issues

The issues are whether tax exemption under section 501 (c) (3) and
tax-deductible contributions should be allowed to an athletic organi-
zation which provides athletic facilities and equipment or which has
a membership which is localor regional in nature so -long as the orga-
nization is organized and operated primarily (1) to conduct national
or international competition in sports played in the Olympic or Pan-
American games or (2) to support and develop amateur athletes for
national or international competition in such sports

Explanation of the Bill

The bill would provide that certain athletic organizations ornized
and operated exclusively to foster national or international sports
competition would be exempt under section 501(c) (3) and could
receive tax-deductible contributions despite the fact that the organiza-
tion provides athletic facilities or equipment or that its membership
is local or regional in nature. Organizations qualifying for this treat-

K
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ment under the bill would be those organizations which are orgaized
and operated primarily (1) to conduct national or internationkI-
petition in sports included on the program of the Olympic games or
the Pan-American games or (2) to support and develop amateur ath-
letes for national or international competition in such sports...

Effective Date

The provisions of the bill would be effective on October 5, 1976.

Revenue Effect'
It is estimated that this bill would reduce fiscal

ceipts by less than $5 million per year.
year budget re-

I ml
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3. S. 1883--Senator Packwood, et al.*

Net Operating Loss Treatment of the Federal National Mortgage
Association

Present Law

Prior to enactment of the Economic Recovery Tax A.ct of 1981
ERTA), taxpayers could earry back a business-net- o rating loss
NOL) against income for the 8 taxable- years preceding the loss

yeer and carry forward any remainngi used losses toe 7 years
following the loss year (sec. 172). ERTA generally ince the
carryover period to 15 years and retained the 8-year carryback.'

There are a number of exceptions to the general 3-year carry-
back and 15-year carryover rule for certain industries or categories
of taxpayers. One exception allows a 10-year carryback anda 5-
year carryover or NOs of financial institutions to which section
585, 586, or 593 (relating to the bad debt treatment of commercial
banks, small business investment corporations, and savings and loan
associations, and certain other thrift institutions respectively)
applies (see. 172(b)(1)(F)). In the Tax Reform Act of 1969,ihich added the special NOL rule applicable to financial insti-
tutions, Congres generally reduced the allowable deductions for ad-
ditions to bad debt reserves for those financial institutions. Section
172(b) (1) (F) was added to ensure that, after reduction of the bad
debt deduction, there would be adequate protection against substan-
tial losses due to any future downtrends in: the economy. 1

~-- Since the Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA) is not
described in sections 585, 586, or 593, it is not eligible for the 10-
year carryover treatment, and thus must use a 3-year carryback and a
15-year carover. F NMA is a corporation chartered by Congrs to
provide assistance, liquidity, and stability to the home mortgage
market.2

*Cosponsors are senators Moynihan, Roth, Danforth, Symms, Chafee, Duren-
berger, Long, Bettsen, Baucus, Mataunaga, Mitchell, Garn, and Lugar.I The 10-year carryback provided by the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was effective
for financial institutions other than cooperative banks for-losses Incurred in
taxable years beginning after December 81, 1975, and for cooperative banks for
losses incurred in taxable years beginning after December 81, 1969.

P F. serves two related functions. First, it helps housing by providing
a secondary market for mortgages. Also, with respect to mortgage bankers.
FNMA generally functions as a primary source of financing, since- mortgage
bankers are not depository institutions and generally make loans only if they
have commitments from FNMA to buy them.

FNMA also offers mortgage lenders a way to hedge against changes in interest
rates. It does this by making commitments to buy mortgages at a fixed price
4 months in the future.
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lusue
The FNMA typically pivvides a secondary market for mortgages

by borrowing on 6, short-term basis and investing in long-term mort-
gages. In thi respect, the FNMA operates similarly to certain of the
financial institutions which are eligble for the 10-year carryback of
net operating losses. 91

.The issue is whether the FNMA should have 10.yr corryback and
5-year carryover periods similar to the rule applicable to certain other
financial Institutions. -

Explanation of the Bill

The bill would amend section 172 (b) to provide a 10-year carryback
and a 5-year carryover of NOL's of the FNMA. Thus, the carryback
period would be lengthened by 7 year's, and the carryover period would
shortened by 10 years.- Efte

Effective Date

The-bill would be effective for NOL's for taxable years of the FNMA
beginning after December 81, 1981. Thus, for example a net operating
los for calendar 1982 could be carried back as far as 19i2.

Revenue: Effect

It is estimated tha this bill would reduce fiscal year receipts by
$14 million in 1983 and increase fiscal year receipts by $14 million in
1984.

01
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97TH CONGRESS
IST SESSION S. 696

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to treat as public charities certain
organizations which operate libraries.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

MARCH 12 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 16), 1981
Mr. DANFORTH introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred

to the Committee on Finance

A BILL--
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to treat as public

charities 'certain organizations which operate libraries.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa.

2 ties of the United States of America in Congress assembled,
3 TMIiat (a) clause(ii) of section 170(b)(1)(A) of the Internal

4 Revenue Code of 1954 (relating to charitable, etc. contribu-

5 tions and gifts) is amended by adding at the end thereof: "or

6- any organization which operates a qualified library within the

7 meaning of subparagraph (F).".
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1 (b) Paragraph (1) of section 170(b) of such Code is

2 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

3 subparagraph:

4 "(F) QUALIFIED LIBRARIES.-For purposes

5 of subparagraph (A)(ii), a library shall be treated

6 as a qualified library if-

7 "(i) such library was established as a li-

8 brary by a law of a State, a law of the

9 United States, a law of a possession of the

10 United States, a law of the District of Co-

11 lumbia, or, before 1789, in the geographic

12 area now comprising the United States and

13 such library is operated by an organization

14 as a permanent and principal part of the

15 public services of guch organization; or

16 "(ii) such library is open and available

17 to the general public, does not charge a fee

18 for admission to its premises or use on the

19 premises of the library collection, and is op-

20 rated by an organization, none of whose

21 income is expended for purposes other than

22 - the construction, maintenance, expansion,

28 operation, or management of such library, its

24 collection and the premises on which such li-

25 brary is located.".

8. 4Go-Is
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1-.... (c) For purposes of sections 509(b) and 507 of such

2 Code, an organization which for its first taxable year begin.

8 ning after the date of the enactment of this Act is described

4 in the amendment made by subsection (a) shall be treated as

5 not having been a private foundation at any time before the

6 first day of such first taxable year.

0

90-975 0 - 82 - 2
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97TH CONGRESS- S .1757
IST SESSION s o•1 5

To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to clarify the tax-exempt status of
certain amateur sports organizations.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

OOTOBBB 21 (legislative day, OO1OBB 14), 1981
Mr. STBVENS introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to

the Committee on Finance

A BILL'
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to clarify the tax-

exempt status of certain amateur sports organizations.

1 Be i enacted by the Senate and Home of Representa-

2 tiv&s of the United States o] America in Congress asembled,

8 That (a) section 501 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 is

4 amended by redesignating subsection (j) as subsection (k) and

5 by inserting after subsection (i) the following new subsection:

6 "j) SPsoIL RULES Foi Cw&TAm AMAT EMUR SPORTS

7 ORGANIZATIONS.-

8 IN"(1) aiEN EAL.-In the case of a qualified

9 amateur sports organization-
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1 "(A) the requirement of subsection (c)(3) that

2 no part of its activities involve the provision of

Athletic facilities or equipment shall not apply,

4 and

5 "(B) such organization shall not fail to ineet

6 the requirements of subsection (c)(8) merely be-

7 cause its membership is local or regional in

8 nature.

9 "(2) QUALInuD AMATEUR SPORTS OROAMZA-

10 TION DBFIND.-For purposes of this subsection, the

11 .term 'qualified amateur sports organization' means any

12 organization organized and operated exclusively to

18 foster national or international amateur sports competi-

14 tion if such organization is also organized and operated

15 primarily to conduct national or international competi-

16 tion in sports included on the program of the Olympic

17 games or the pan-American games or to support and

18 develop amateur athletes for national or international

19 competition in such sports.".

20 (b)(1) Subsection (c) of section 170 of such Code (defin-

21 ing charitable contribution) is amended by adding at the end

22 of paragraph (2) the following new sentence: "Rules similar

28 to the rules of section 501j) shall apply for purposes of this

24 paragraph.".

S. 1767-h
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1 (2) Subsection (a) of section 2055 of such Code (relating

2 to transfers for public, charitable, and religious uses) is

8 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

4 tence: "Rules similar to the rules of section 501(Q) shall apply

5 for purposes of paragraph (2).".

6 (8) Subsection (a) of section 2522 of such Code (relating-,

7 to charitable and similar gifts) is amended by adding at the

8 end thereof the following new sentence: "Rules similar to the

9 rules of section 501() shall apply for purposes of paragraph

10 (2).".

11 (c) The amendments made by this section shall take

12 effect on October 5, 1976.

0
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97TH CONGRESS
1ST SESsIoN

0

S. 1883
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to conform the net operating loss

carryback and carryforward treatment of the Federal National Mortgage
Association to that of other financial institutions.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

NOVEMBER 22 (legislative day, NOVEMBEiR 2), 1981
Mr. PACKWOOD (for himself, Mr. MOYNIHAN, Mr. ROTH, Mr. DANFORTH, Mr.

SYMMs, Mr. CHAFED, Mr. DURENBERGER, Mr. LONG, Mr. BENTSREN, Mr.
BAUCUS, Mr. MATSUNAOA, Mr. MITCHELL, Mr. OARN, and Mr. LUGAR)
introduced the following bill; which was read twice and referred to the
Committee on Finance

A BILL
To amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to conform the

net operating loss carryback and carryforward treatment of
the Federal National Mortgage Association to that of other
financial institutions.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 Lites of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 That-

4 (a) 10-YEAR CARRYBACK AND 5-YEAR CARRYFOR-

5 WARD.-Paragraph (1) of section 172(b) of the Internal Rev-

6 enue Code of 1954 (relating to net operating loss carrybacks

II N
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1 and carryovers) is amended by redesignating subparagraphs

2 (H) and (1) as subparagraphs (I) and (J), respectively, and by

3 inserting after subparagraph (G) the following new subpara-

4 graph:

5 "(H) In the case of the Federal National

6 Mortgage Association, a net operating loss for any

7 taxable year beginning after December 31, 1981,

-.8 shall be a net operating loss carryback to each of

9 the 10 taxable years preceding the taxable year of

10 such loss and shall be a net operating loss car-

11 ryover to each of the 5 taxable years following

12 the taxable year of such loss.".

13 (b) CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.-

14 (1) Subparagraph (A) of section 172(b)(1) of such

15 Code is amended by striking out "(H), and (I)" and in-

16 serting in lieu thereof "(H), (I), and (J)".

17 (2) Subparagraph (B) of section 172(b)(1) of such

18 Code is amended by striking out "and (I)" in the

19 second sentence and inserting in lieu thereof ", (H),

20 and (J)".
21 (3) Paragraph (3) of section 172(i) of such Code is

22 amended by striking out "subsection (b)(1)(H)" each

23 place it appears and inserting in lieu thereof "subsec-

24 tion (bX1)(1)".

&. 188,-I.
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1 (c) EFl noIvB DATE.-The amendments made by this

2 section shall apply to net operating losses for taxable years

3 beginning after December 31, 1981.

0

&, 188--Is
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PEAmm SrATEMcwm or SxNATOR JOHN C. DANomw

Mr. Chairman, on March 12th of this year, I introduced S. 696 which provides
that a tax exempt organization operating a library as a permanent and principal
part of its tax-exempt activities is, upder certain circumstances, to be treated as a
public charity for tax purposes.

Under S. 696, these organizations would be treated the same way that other edu-
cational organizations such as schools and universities are treaty. In order to quali-
fy for public charity treatment, the library operated by the organization would -have
to be operated as a permanent and principal part of the tax exempt activities of the
organization and be organized by a public act of the United States, of any State, of
the District of Columbia, or of any possession of the United States, or be in exist-
ence prior to 1789. Alternatively, ifthe library is open and available to the public at
no charge and is operated as the sole activity of the organization in issue, public
charity treatment would be extended. Libraries which meet either of these tests are
not different in any material manner from other educational institutions that are
already accorded public charity stAtus under the Internal- Revenue Code. In my
opinion, the time has come to equalize the treatment of these similar institutions.

Under current law, some tax-exempt organizations that operate libraries of the
type I have just, described run the annual risk that they will fail to meet the Inter-
nal Revenue Service's guidelines to qualify as a "publicly supported crvanization"
and that they will-by classified as private foundations. For example two libraries in
Missouri that meet these tests, the St. Louis Mercantile Library in 6t. Louis aid the
Linda Hall Library in Kansas City, run the annual risk of being classified as private
foundations because of investment income from their endowments. Once classified
as a private foundation, an organization must pay an annual excise tax equal to 2
percent of its net investment income. In order to avoid this tax, libraries of the type
that are the subject of my bill will often spend substantial amounts in legal and
accounting fees trying to insure that they meet the "publicly supported organization
test". Even then they may not meet the "publicly supported" test. Whether the or-
ganizatin spends its money pang the excise tax or in legal and accounting fees, I
believe that as a matter of pubc policy, we would be better off it the money were
spent acquiring books and other library materials.

There is another adverse aspect of being classified as a private foundation. A li-
brary that is classified as a private foundation has a more difficult task than an
organizatioi-classified as a public charity in soliciting funds from potential contrib-
utors. A private foundation that is not an operating foundation may make contribu-
tions to public charities and private operating foundations, but generally may not
make qualifying contributions to other private foundations that are not operating
foundations. Because of the uncertainty as to-whether a private operating founda-
tion continues to qualify as an operating foundation-there are complex tests that
must be satisfied annually-many individual contributors and other private founda-
tions that are not operating foundations are hesitant to contribute funds to such an
organization even thouh it clearly serves a public purpose. As a result, funds that
would otherwise go to libraries described in the bill are diverted to other 'charitable
organizations. This is not a hypothetical problem. I am aware of at least one situa-
tion where a private foundation that used to make a $10,000 a year grant to the St.
Louis Mercantile Library has ceased making such grants solely becaue of the
library's private foundation status.

Finally, libraries that are classified as -rivate foundations must, in addition to
the 2 percent excise tax, pay annual legal and accounting fees to insure that they
comply with the private operating foundation rules set out in the Internal Revenue
Code. Again, I believe these funds could be better spent on library activities.

I do not believe that enactment of my bill will open the floodgates to legislation
exempting all sorts of organization from the private foundation rules. My legisla-
tion is narrowly drawn and the Qrganizatons involved in S. 696 serve the pubic. No
allegations have been made that these organizations have engaged in the types of
activity which led to the enactment of the private foundation rules in 1969. These
organizations serve the public exclusively and should be treated accordingly. They
should be classified as public charities.

Since I know of only two libraries that would be affected by this legislation, I
would like to describe briefly each of these institutions.

The Linda Hall Library was established in 1946. The instruments governing its
establishment and operation specifically provide that the library shall be open and
available to the public at no charge. These instruments also provide that none of
the library's income shall be expended for purposes other than the construction,
maintenance, expansion, operation or management of the library. The library is
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maintained in its own buildings situated on a tract of land adjacent to the Universi-
ty 4o Missouri at Kansas City in Kansas City, Missouri.

Since Its establishment, the library has assembled one of the nation's most exten-
sive and notable collections devoted to science and technology including more than
460,000 volumes and over 620,000 microforms. Together with- a distinguished retro.
spective collection, it also has very extensive holdings of current books and journals
from all countries where publications at the research level In science and technol-
ogy are available. Among those works especially valuable to research scientists
throughout the United States, and iot widely held by other institutions, are the
library's comprehensive collections of current journals from the Soviet Union,
Japan, and the People's Republic of China.

Th Linda Hall Library maintains a program of providing photocopies of its mate-
rials to persons upon request, whenever requests for such services are consistent
with copyright laws and with the Copyright Clearance Center procedures. It also
maintains a program of lending portions of its collection from time to time to other
libraries. Shortly after its establishment, the library purchased the entire collection
of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences which had its principal offices in
Boston, Mass. After the purchase, the Linda Hall Library agreed to act as the agent
of the Academy in continuing its broad exchange program with libraries and
learned societies located throughout the world.

In the early years of its existence, the Linda Hall Library was selected by the
Atomic Energy Commission as one of 16 or 20 depositories throughout the United
States for its literature, and the library continues to maintain a collection of materi-
al relating to the AECs successor organization, the Energy Research and Develop-
ment Administration. In the late 1950's, the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration selected Linda Hall Library as a depository for the literature which it
distributes in connection with its information program. Literature is still being sent
by NASA to the library in connection with this program.

Linda Hall Library is a depository for all specifications and standards to be used
by individuals and organizations when dealing with military and civilian projects of
the federal government. The library also maintains the patent specifications for all
patents issued by the U.S. government since July, 1946, and is a depository for all
current maps issued by the U.S. Geological Survey.

Linda Hall Library maintains a very close relationship with the University of
Missouri at Kansas City which is almost entirely dependent upon Linda Hall for
library material in the areas of science and technology.

The St. Louis Mercantile Library Association was established in 1846 to form a
well-rounded collection of books for the information and convenience of St. Loui-
sans. The formation of the library was authorized and approved by a public act of
the General Assembly of the State of "Msouri. The library is maintained in its own
building in downtown St. Louis.. Over the past 132 years the library has assembled a notable collection of books,
now over 213.,000 volumes, comprising a general collection in the liberal arts area,
with emphasis on history, biography, travel, philosophy, religion, and the arts. The
library maintains one of the country s distinguished and most comprehensive collec-
tions of regional history pertainig to St. Louis and Western Americana.

The Western Americana Collection, with approximately 55,000 rare books, is probe.
ably the most comprehensive collection in that field in existence. The collection is
frequently consulted and referred to by many historians in this field. In addition
the library has one of the most complete files available in the St. Louis area for d
local papers, including some 500 bound volumes of St. Louis newspa rs, beginning
with 1812-- few of these cannot be obtained in any other library. -he library has
also been the recipient of many valuable gifts during its existence. These gifts in-
clude the fragmentary journal of Pierre Laclede's stepson, Auguste Chouteau, de-
scribing the founding of St. Louis and the original manuscript, Journal of the Pro-
ceedings of the First Le lslative council of the Territory of Louisiana, from June 8,
1806 to October 9, 1811.'

For individuals researching the organization of the territorial government of the
Louisiana Purchase or Missouri's first steps toward statehood, these documents are
of extreme importance. Another notable o n is the four-volume elephant folioof Audubon's 'Birds of America." The rary Is open to the public and currently
maintains a broad-based membership of over 2,000. While membership Is necessary
to check out materials-membership dues are currently a nominal $10per year-
anyone can use the books and collection on the premises of the library. The library
is also made available to students from Washington University to observe the
library's unique cataloging systems, reference department and rare book room.

I
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In my opinion, neither the St. Louis Mercantile Library nor the Linda Hall Li-
brary should be penalized by the private foundation rules and applicable excise
taxes. These provisions were not intended to penalize organizations that clearly pro-
vide a public benefit such as these libraries do. I also believe that libraries such as
these should not be burdened with the additional legal and accounting expenses in-
cident to the private foundation rules.

Senator PACKWOOD. Senator Stevens has just arrived. Go right
ahead, Ted.

STATEMENT-OF HON. TED STEVENS, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE
-STATE OF ALASKA

Senator STEVs. Thank you very much, and I thank you for
agreeing to put this bill on the agenda today. I would ask that my
complete statement be placed in the record.

[The prepared statement follows:]

/ .
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Thank you Mr. Chairman. I am pleased to appear before

the Committee today to discuss a problem relating to the tax

exempt status of certain amateur sports organizations.

Before I do that, I would like to especially thank my good

friend from-Oregon for setting up this hearing today. It is

an important measure xhich can lift a tax barrier to our

nation's efforts for the Olynics, and I thank him for his

understanding in this matter.

Briefly, let me outline the problem to the committee.

In 1976, the Congress amended section 501(c)(3) of the

Revenue Code by section 2702 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976,

which made it easier for certain amateur sports organiza-

tions to receive tax exempt status.

This amendment was the product of Senator Cualver's

efforts, and it was intended to help clear up the incon-

sistencies in the tax code and assist those organizations

that were organized and operated to foster national and

international sports competition.

During consideration of this amendment in conference

committee, language was added excluding7from consideration

for tax exempt status those organizations which provided

training facilities and equipment.

This was done, according to the conference committee

report and statements on the Senate floor, to prevent health

spas and social clubs from obtaining a tax windfall.
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Unfortunately, Mr. Chairman, even though the clear

intent of the Congress was not to deny tax exempt status to

amateur sports organizations which foster competitive

sports, and who provide training facilities and equipment,

that is precisely what has happened.

The Internal Revenue Service, feeling that their hands are

tied in this matter, has read the statute literally to mean that

no tax-exempt organization may provide training facilities and

equipment.

Mr. Chairman, for five years, and especially since the 1978

Amateur Sports Act spun off new national governing bodies

for competitive sports, this statute has caused tremendous

financial problems for the amateur sports world. Many of

the development drives that assist and prepare our Olympic

athletes are at a standstill simply because it is necessary

for many of these organizations to provide training facilities

and equipment.

Not only has this ambiguity in the tax code caused the

sports organizations grief, but it has created an administrative

headache to the Service'as well. As I understand it, there

are over 100 501(c)(3) applications pending at the Internal

Revenue Service, on which no action can be realistically

taken until this ambiguity is cleared up.

Other witnesses will go into greater depth on this

matter, but I would like to share with the committee the

progress that has been made so far in resolving this problem.;.
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Shortly after I introduced S. 1757, staff from my

office, the Treasury Department, House Ways and Means, the

Joint Tax Committee and Senate finance met. The product of

their discussions is H.R. 4990, which was introduced in the

House by Mr. Vander Jagt of Michigan, and is now pending

before committee.

Mr. Chairman, the House version of S. 1757 is merely a

technically different way of approaching this problem, and I

would be happy to support it as well. It really doesn't

matter how we technically resolve this problem, but we must

take care of it soon, because many of these organizations

simply cannot exist if donors are not able to make chari-

table contributions to them.

What this bill does, Mr. Chairman, is to restate,

clarify and fully implement the intent of Congress that was

expressed five years ago.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman,. for the committee's considera-

tion of this bill. I would be happy to answer questions

that you might have. ...
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Senator STxxmos. The problem is a simple one. In 1976 the Con-
gress amended section 501(cX8) of the Revenue Code, by section
2702 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976, which made it easier for cer-

amateur sports organizations to. receive tax-exempt status.
That amendment was the product of Senator Culver's efforts, and
it was intended to clear up the inconsistencies in the Tax Code and
assist those organizations that were organized and operated to
foster' national and international sports competition, During the
consideration of the amendment in the conference committee, lan-
guage was added excluding from consideration for tax-exempt
status those organizations which provided training facilities and
equipment. This was done, according to the conference committee
report -and statements on the floor, to prevent health spas and
social clubs from attaining a tax windfall.

Unfortunately, even though the clear intent of Congress was not
to. deny tax-exempt status to those amateur sports organizations
which foster competitive *sports and who-provide training facilities
and equipment, that's precisely what happened. The Internal Reve-
nue Service, feeling their hands are tied in the matter, has read
the statute quite literally to mean that. no tax-exempt organization
may provide training facilities and equipment.

Now, the difficulty is for 5 years, and especially since the 1978
Amateur Sports Act spun off new national governing bodies for
competitive sports, this statute has caused tremendous financial
problems for the amateur sports world. Many development drives-
strive to assist and prepare our Olympic athletes. Many of those
are at a standstill simply because it is necessary for many of the
organizations to provide training facilities and equipment; that's
their reasm for Iing..

Not only ha the ambiguity in the Tax Code caused sports orga-
nizations grief but it has caused and created an administrative

- headache for the IRS as well. As I understand it, there are over 100
501(cXB) applications pending at the Internal Revenue Service, and
that no action can realistically be taken until the ambiguity iscleared up. . -1, sure other witnesses will go into this in depth. I've intro-

duced this bill, and there. is also 4990 that has been introduced by
Guy Vander Jagt in the House. My interest, frankly, stems from
the time that I served as a member of the President's Olympic
Sports Commission for. President Ford, and I just think that this is
.a mistake and that we ought to clarif- it, particularly for those
bona fide o rnizations that are organized to assist in developing
amateur athletes for the 01. mpies and the national sports compet-
tions. They must have facilities in order to train their people. And
that's their reason for being, to organize, to raise the money and
provide the facilities so these- athletes can train. I would hope the
committee would help us by recommending that that ambiguity be
rectified.

Senator PACKWOOD. Do you know anything about the hogoblin
the.Treasury raises that somebody who is very wealthyis going to
make donation to one of these particular clubs and then that
club is going to agree to take that person's son or daughter and
train them, and basically -it becomes a tax dodge for the wealthy
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donor? That's as best I could understand the Treasury Secretary's
argument.

-Senator SmvzNs. I understand that, and I think that can, be
made by, fencing it in terms of the number of participants, that
'they have to provide facilities-for more than x-number of people
who are nonrelated to the donor.

I don't see anything wrong with the fact that a donor may be
motivated by the fact that his or her son or daughter may have a
great potential and they want to provide facilities that their chil.-
dren as well as many others may participate in. I can't see the per-
sonalized deduction for providing-a jungle gym for your own son,
but ' I do think that it ought tobe psible to endow a swimming
pool that your child or grandchild might use to compete with a-lot
of those people.

Senator PACKWOOD. I agree.
Senator STvEs. I do think it's possible to create the circum-

stance that eliminates that fear that has been expressed to me, too.
I thank you very much, Bob..
Senator PACKWOOD. Ted, let me ask you just a quick question

abeut the floor. What is our voting situation?
Senator STEVs. We are now dealing with the Byrd amendment.

There is a 40-minute time agreement on Byrd and Metzenbaum,
and we still have the possibility that Bradley may raise one more
question. There are three amendments, and then we will be fin-
ished with this bill. After -that we will go to Treasury-Post Office.

Senator PACKWOOD. Thank you.
Senator S&VEs. Thank you.
Senator PACKWOOD. Let's take Mr. Lawrence A. Hough-next. It's

a panel: Mr. Hough, Mr. Counsil, and Mr. Wales.
STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE A. HOUGH, TREASURER OF U.S.

OLYMPIC COMMITTEE
Mr. HOUGH. Thank you, Senator.
My name is Lawrence Hough. I'm treasurer of the U.S. Olympic

Committee, in which capacity I serve as a volunteer. I competed in
international rowing competition from 1966 to 1976., I was a
member ofthe U.S. Olympic teams in 1968, 1972, and 1976. In 1968
I represented this country in Mexico City and won a silver medal,
and I won the world champion title in -competitions in France in
1967 and Austria'in 1969. I call this record to your attention be-
cause I am keenly aware of the dramatic impact fundraising had in
my own experience, and [-attribute a lot of my success to the fact
that the law at that time supported the kinds of monetary support
I needed to have the equipment I used in my athletic competitions.

We are here, this panel, whom I would like to introduce" to you,
to urge the passage of S. 1757. On my right isJohn A. M hi,
special counsel to the U.S., Olympic Committee; on my immediate
left Im Roger Counsil, executive director of the U.S. Gymnastics
Federation; and on my far left is Ross Wales, president of U.S.
Swimming, Inc., and general counsel to the US.' Diving Federation.

As Senator-Stevens outlined, we are faced with a major problem
in generating revenues to support our athletes. It is particularly
significant at thistine, in my judgment, because. in 1984 we are
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hosting the Olympic games in Los Angeles, the first time in many,
many years in which this country has had this honor.

The programs that we need to have in place this winter and next
summer in the year before the pan-American games and just 2
years before Los Angeles require funding, which in turn requires
relief from the present problem, as Senator Stevens mentioned.

At issue is the need to simply clarify the law passed in 1976. At
that time we attempted to insure the exempt status for any ama-
teur sports organizations whose sole purpose is to support the best
of our athletes training for national and international competition.
Unfortunately, as you have heard first from Treasury and then
from Senator Stevens, because of a technical issue we did not suc-
ceed in doing what we set out to do.

Indeed, the U.S. Olympic Committee's own programs, in addition
to the national governing bodies and other primary sports develop-
ment organizations, are threatened by the present 501(cX3) inter-
pretation by IRS. I think it would be appropriate for the committee
to hear the remarks of Roger Counsil and Ross Wales, who speak
on behalf of two of the national governing bodies and two organiza-
tions, in that they speak for diving, swimming, and gymnastics,
whose record in international competition is of great significance to
this country.

(The prepared statement follows:]

90-975 0 - 02 - 3
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- Statement of

Lawrence A. Hough
Treasurer of the United States Olympic Committee

My name is Lawrence A. Hough and I am the Treasurer of the

U.S. Olympic Committee. I competed in international rowing com-

petition from 1966 through 1972 and was a member of the U.S.

Olympic Teams in 1968, 1972, and 1976. In 1968, I won a silver

medal in the pairs event and was world champion in that event in

1967 and 1969.

I am here today to urge the passage of 8.1757.

-In 1976,"Congress amended the Internal Revenue Code in order

to make it easier for amateur sports organizations to obtain tax-

exempt status. From my own experience, I can assure you that

this tax status is of critical importance to funding the develop-

ment of world class'amateur athletes. Unfortunately, as a result

of the Internal Revenue Services' interpretation of the 1976

amendment, it is now more difficult for amateur sports organizations

to obtain tax-exempt status than before the Tax Reform Act was

passed. -For example, several national governing bodies recognized

by the United StatesaOlympic Committee under the Amateur Sports

Act of 1978 are unable to obtain 501(c)(3) status. Among them

are the following national sports organizations: Uniited States

Diving, the Track Athletics Congress, the United States Volleyball

Association, and the United States Amateur Confederation of Roller
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Skating. I have also been informed that the American Horse Show

Association, the national governing body for equestrian sports,

as well as the national governing bodies for the sports of modern

pentathlon and biathlon, havp also been denied tax-exempt status

on the basis of the 1976 amendment. It-appears that all national

governing bodies and similar organizations are in imminent danger

of losing 501(c)(3) status. Unless this problem is resolved now,

h substantial part of the programs which support our men and

women athletes will go unfunded. I can say without reservation

that our performance in the international sports arenas will

suffer and the U.S. team at the XXIII Olympiad in Los Angeles

will be inadequately prepared for competition.

The purpose of Congress is almending-Section 501(c)(3) of the

Internal Revenue Code by Section 1313 of the Tax Reform Act of

1976 was to clarify the law by eliminating the inconsistency

which existed in the prior law and under which some amateur

sports organizations were granted exempt status under Section

501(c) (3), while other apparently similar organizations were not.

See, Conference Committee Report, 1976-3 (Vol. 3) C.B. 807, 946;

122 Cong. Rec S. 13613 (1976). The change added to the organi-

zations qualifying for exempt status those organizations which

are established and operated ... to foster national and

international amateur sports competition (but only if no part of

its activities involve the provision of athletic facilities or

equipment)..."
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The difficulty we are having stems from the fact that the

Internal Revenue Service interprets the "facilities or equipment"

clause literally to mean that an amateur sports organization is

ineligible for tax-exempt status if, for example, it provides

uniforms, or a place to shower for its teams, or, in the instance

of my sport, an expensive rowing shell. Clearly, this is

unrealistic -- such a literal interpretation would eventually

exclude all major amateur sports organizations in the United

States, including the United States Olympic Committee and all

national governing bodies recognized pursuant to the Amateur

Sports Act of 1978. As the quality of competition has increased

over the past years, more and more financial support has been

required to keep U.S. athletes at the forefront of world

competition. Much of the necessary funding has been-created by

the efforts of the Olympic Committee, the national governing

bodies, and similar sports organizations. It is now common for

the organizations responsible for this country's representation

in international amateur athletic competition to equip and outfit

national teams to compete abroad or in this country against teams

from other countries. Such teams may train together at facilities

owned or rented by the organization. In addition, training camps

in nearly every sport are provided for the development of young

athletes and for training of our top international caliber athletes.

Each of these functions would appear to conflict with a strict

- interpretation of Section 501(c) (3).
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To prepare this testimony today, I received a briefing on

the'underlying intent of the "facilities and equipment* exclusion.

According to the Conference Committee Report, it was added to

prevent organizations like "social clubs" from qualifying for the

receipt of tax deductible contributions under the amendment made

by Section 1313 of the 1976 act. 1976-3 (Vol. 3), C.B. 807, 946.

Senator Culver of Iowa, during his testimony before the Senate,

in introducing the original amendment, clearly stated that this

phrase was intended to deal with such "social clubs," and not

disqualify organizations which supported development of our Pan

American and Olympic Team athletes.

I would like to emphasize one point about this
provision. It is not intended to make social
clubs, or organizations of casual athletes, into
tax-exempt charities. Only an organization whose
primary purpose is the support and development of
amateur athletes for participation in international
competition in Olympic and Pan American sports
will qualify under this amendment. Organizations
whose primary purposes are the recreation of
their members or whose facilities are used pri-
marily by casual athletes will not qualify. (122
Cong. Rec. S13613 (1976)).

Throughout the Senate debate, it was also clear that the

amateur sports organizations I have mentioned would qualify for

exemption even if they provided facilities or equipment. For

example# Senator Culver further stated:
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Mr. President, the purpose of this other amend-
ment is to insure that amateur sports organizations
are eligible for tax-exempt status under Section
501(c) (3) and to make contributions to such organi-
zations deductible if the organizations' primary
purpose is the support and development of amateur
athletes for participation in national and
international competition. The activities
inVolved include, but are-not limited to, admin-
istration, competition, training coaching,
medical care and insurance, maintenance of sports
facilities and equipment research, financial
assistance, and dissemination of information.

-(Emphasis added.)

Senator Long stated:

As I understand the explanation of the Senator
from Iowa, this amendment will provide charitable
tax-exempt status and qualification to receive
tax deductible contributions for two types of
amateur sports organizations. The first type
consists of national organizations which are
responsible for the conduct of national and
international competition# including the c-on-
duoting of national championships and the
selection of national teams in Olympic and Pan
American spirts. The second type of organization
includes national, local and regional organizations
whose primary purpose is supporting and developing -
amateur &thletes for participation in national
and international competition 'in Olympic and Pan
American sports. These organizations provide
coaching and training facilities for amateur
athletes. (Emphasis added.)

It should be noted that the amendment to Section 501(c)(3)

was not intended to deny exemption to those organizations which

would have qualified (or which did so qualify) under Section

501(c) (3) under the law prior to such amendment. (Sec. 1313 (c)

of the 1976 Act.) Furthermore, as noted above in the record of
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Senators Culver and Long, many amateur athletic organizations

which were qualified for exemption under Section 501(c) (3) under

the-law prior to the 1976 amendment were known to provide

"facilities" as part of their activities. The ownership, use,

leasing, or providing of facilities was an acknowledged part of

their activities and had not been a deterrent to their receiving

an exemption uner Section 501(c)(3), as it existed prior to the

amendment. However, the unexpected effect of the parenthetical

phrase appearing in Section 1313 of the 1976 Act has been to

create a new inconsistency by denying exemption to those organi-

zations which were intended to be benefited by the amendment and

- which, like the organizations exempt under prior law, owned,

leased, or furnished facilities or equipment.

Therefore, the United States Olympic Committee believes it

would be desirable to amend the language of Section 501(c)(3) so

that it more properly reflects the concern of Congress with

respect to the type of amateur sports organizations which should,

or should not, receive tax-exempt status.

Passage of S.1757 would permit not only the United States

Olympic Committee and national sports governing bodies but other

organizations which nevertheless operate exclusively to foster

national or international amateur sports competition (such as

track clubs, swim clubs, and the like) to qualify for tax
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exemption. The S.1757 language would continue to exclude, from

tax'-exempt status any social club which does not primarily foster

such competition. This was the intent of the amendment originally

proposed by Senator Culver in 1976.

Let me empWasize in closing that for many of our nation's

athletes in sports which are already underfinanced, the situation

]has become intolerable. For some, contributions are falling off

since donors cannot deduct their donations from Federal Income

Tax. These contributions are the base of support to.send our

most promising athletes to competitions this winter and next

summer and to provide them with the best available equipment. In

other more affluent sports, the effects are building more gradually,

but the result will be no different. Their programs will certainly.

erode and future teams will be selected from a smaller base of

athletes who will not be as well prepared.
/

believe it is critical that we pass corrective legislation
t

before Congress adjourns. This will ensure a strong sports program

in 1982, a critical year for our athletes in that it is the next

to the last year before we play host to the nations of the world

in Los Angeles at the XXIII Olympic Games.
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Mr. HOUGH. I would-like to introduce at this time Mr. Ross
Wiles.

Senator PACKWOOD. Mr. Wales.

STATEMENT OF ROSS E. WALES, PRESIDENT OF U.S. SWIMMING,
INC., AND GENERAL COUNSEL FOR U.S. DIVING, INC.

Mr. WALES. Mr. Chairman, Senator Danforth.
I would like to take this opp6itunity to thank Senator Stevens

who, as you know, has been a great friend of amateur sports in this
country, for recognizing and responding to a problem that was cre-
ated under the 1976 amendment to 501(cX3). I think it is ironic that
that amendment which was intended to help amateur athletic or-
ganizations has done just the opposite.

I believe that the idea was to recognize that certain types of ath-
letic organizations were charitable. They wouldn't have to claim
that they were educational institutions, which so many of them did
in order to obtain tax exemption prior to 1976. But at least before
1976 they could make a good argument for exemption. Presently if

-henational governing body wants to do its job as it perceives its
job to be under the Amateur Sports Act of 1978 it has to forgo tax
exemption. If it wants to be tax exempt, it has to let other organi-
zations develop its athletes, and it must send its national team in
competition against the rest of the world based upon the equip-
ment that the athletes themselves must provide and can afford.

I do not think it was the intent of the Congress when they passed
the legislation to send our teams into international competition in
cutoffs or anything of the like.Fortunately, in my sport, the only real equipment we are talking
about is swimwear, swimsuits, a very reasonably afforded item. The
U.S. Luge Association doesn't have that luxury. They decided to
forgo tax exemption because the way they build their sport is to
provide athletic equipment and facilities for a sport that is not very
well known throughout the country.
- Senator PACKWOOD. Which sport is that, sir?

Mr. WAls. U.S. luge, which is sliding down a hill, iced, on a luge
sled. It is very expensive equipment, very difficult to find the facili-
ties in which to do that.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is that an Olympic sport?
-- Mr. WALES. Yes; it is. Part of the reason you don't hear more

about it is because of the expense of the facilities.
U.S. diving, like swimming, just requires a swimming suit. It has

sought tax exemption, but it has not been able to get it. It did,
prior to 1976, but it can't anymore. As a result, it cannot solicit
contributions and its volunteers cannot deduct their out-of-pocket
expenses.

do not believe that the bill that is presently before this commit-
tee's a substantive tax bill. I think it's technical legislation needed
in accomplishing what the Congress originally intended to do in1976.And I would urge the Congress to pass this legislation as soon
as possible . d s

Thank you.
MTe prepared statement follows:]
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SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

Statement of

Ross E. Wales
President of United States Swinmming Inc.,

and General Counsel for United States Diving, Inc.

on

8.1757 - A Bill to amend the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 to clarify the tax-exempt status of certain
amateur sports organizations.

Presented December 11, 1981
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Mr. Chairman, Senators, ,y name is Ross E. Walesj

I am President of one National Governing Body ("NGB"), United

States Swining, Inc., and general counsel for another, United

States Diving, Inc. My firm has assisted in the applications

for tax-exemption of another half-dozen organizations which

foster national or international amateur sports competition.

All of them have had problOms resulting form the unfortunate

language of section 501(o)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

I do not believe these problems were contemplated by the Congress

when it added the language regarding such organizations in 1976.

Public Law 94-455, Section 2702.

The intent of the added language was to equalize

the treatment of organization that fostered national and

international sports competition, regardless of whether they

were "educational," the term which some athletic organizations

relied upon for exemption prior to the amendment. The

legislative-history stated that the restriction regarding

the provision of athletic equipment or facilities

is intended to prevent the allowance of these
benefits for organizations which, like social
clubs, provide facilities and equipment for
their members. This provisions is not intended
to adversely affect the qualification for
charitable tax-exempt status or tax deductible
contributions of any organization which would
qualify under the standards of existing law.

While I agree that social clubs should not be able to obtain

exemption just because they may be athletic, I believe the

1976 proviso painted with far too broad a brush and makes life
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unnecessarily difficult for organizations which are not social

clubs.

The proviso added in 1976 has placed NGBs on the

horns of a dilemmas either they forgo tax-exemption or they

fall short of their responsibilities under the Amateur Sports

Act-of 1978. That Act gave to each NGB the authority and

responsibility to serve as the coordinating body for its

respective sport, including the development of interest and

participation and the selection and supervision of a national

team. To fulfill their obligations, most NGBs would like to

provide training facilities ar4 quality equipment for their

National Teams, as well as providing facilities and equipment

to developing athletes. Unfortunately, whenever an NGB

takes youngsters to a training camp and lets them use its

facilities or whenever it sends a team into international

competition with the best equipment available, the IRS interprets

it as the providing of athletic facilities and equipment.

We have obtained within the last two years tax

exemption for the NGBs for the sports of Swimmiftg, Water Polo,

and Synchronized Swimming, but only after those NGBs agreed

with the IRS that they would not provide ahtletic equipment or

facilities to their member athletes. This means that the

U.S. Swimming-Team that competed against the Russians in

August could not wear a team suit, and the U.S. Water Polo

Team members that competed in the World Cup in Long Bach

last spring had-to bring their own balls to practice. I can
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assure the Committee that an inordinate amount of lawyers'

time has gone into the issue of what these NGBs can do to

produce a first-rate program and national team without

exceeding the limitation of section 501(c)(3).

United States Diving applied for tax-exemption in
June of 1980, but its application was placed in suspense

because of confusion created by the language of the 1976

amendment. It presently equips its national team with

diving suits, but is unable to accept tax-deductible contribu-

tions, or to advise its officials and administrators that

their out-of-pocket expenditures for the sport can be deducted.

In addition, -Diving has commitments from at least six indivi-

duals who wish to become life members of the organization, as

soon as their $1000 contribution can be tax deductible. While

this sum may be quite small with the regard to the federal

treasury, it is very significant to an NGB that captures a

disproportionately large number of medals for the United States

at the international level.

Another example is the United States Luge Association,

which has chosen not to apply for tax exemption at this time

because it would create more hardship than it is worth. Few

people are aware of Luge in the United Statese and few people

have-even seen a lug. run or a lugs sled. The equipment

in this sport is very expensive, and if the NGB continues to

rely upon the finances made available to it in the past to

develop the sport, we will continue to take no medals in
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international competition in Luge. The best way to develop a

broad participation in the sport is to introduce youngsters

to the sport at schools and recreational fAcilities. in fact

this in what the organization- does by taking equipment to schools

and allowing children to ree and to use the equipment, the

sport can attract interested participants, some of whom may

late* go on to Lvome Olympians. Moreover, the National Luge.

Team trains at f .alities provided by the NGB in Lake Placid.

Obviously this provision of athletic equipment and-facilities

means that the U.S. Luge Association cannot presently obtain

tax exemption. As a consequence it is no doubt losing

contributions, and its volunteers are losing a benefit that

other sports have.

ll of the NGBs that I have mentioned were, prior to

the Amateur Sports Act of 1978, governed by committees of the

old Amateur Athletid Union. The AAU was determined in the

early 1950's to be an educational institution, and therfore

exempt under 501 (c)(3). Contributions to the sports were,

deductible, as were officials' expenses in support of the

sports, and the sports themselves did not worry about having

to file tax returns if their revenues exceeded their expenses

in any particular year.

Senate Bill 1757 would eliminate the dilemma for

NGBs, but I do not believe that the definition of *qualified

amateur sports organization" makes a clear distinction

between a national governing body and a social club that may

I



have an interest in Olympic sports. Clearly national governing

bodies would be included, but other organizations would be

left to argue whether they were organized primarily to conduct

a competition, or to support and develop athletes, as opposed

to some othez effort.

I would direct the Committee's attention to House

Bill 4990, which would accomplish the same goals as would Senate

Bill 1757# but would take into specific account differences

between various sports organizations. It would remove all

reference to the provision of athletic equipment and facilities

with regard to tax exemption of an organization organized to

foster national and international athletic competition under

section 501(o)(3), but it would disallow any deduction for

contributions made under section 170 (c) to any such organization

that provided athletic facilities or equipment to the contributors's

'family members. Excepted from this general rule would be

contributions to the United States Olympic Committee and

NGBs, contributions of lese than $500 per-year, and out-of-pocket

expenses incurred by a non-athlete who renders service to

such an organization.

-Every NOD has among its membership" liubs which

really perform an educational service, by teacIA"g youngsters

the fundamentals of sport, as well as discipline and sportmanship.

There are i-.nysuch member-clubs of United States Si.. ,%ng that

received their tax exemption prior to the 1976 amendment

every, club which has applied since that time has been denied.
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tax-exempt status. I believe that Senate Bill 1757 would

permit these organizations to qualify for tax-exemption, but

I believe House bill1 4990 more clearly accomplishes this

objective.

I agree with the intent of the Congress in passing

the 1976 amendment to section 501(c)(3). I do not believe,

however that Congress' intent has been served. I believe

that Senate bill 1757 more effectively achieves that intent

than did the original amendent, but I also believe that

House MilI 4990 provides an even better resolution to the

problems I have discussed. I would strongly urge that

legislation be passed as soon as possible so that Congress'

original intent can be satisfied.
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Senator PACEWOOD. Mr. Counsil.
STATEMENT OF ROGER COUNSIL, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF THE

U.S. GYMNASTICS FEDERATION, FORT WORTH, TEX.
Mr. COuNmSU. Mr. Chairman- and Senator Danforth, -the U.S.

Gymnastics Federation is the sole national governing bodyfor the
sport of gymnastics in the United States, as mandated by the U.S.
Olympic Committee and the Federation of InternationalGymnas-
tics, which is the international governing body. We are a true fed-
eration, with representatives on our board from the university com-
munity high schools, YMCA's, privately owned clubs, and other or-
ganizations that sponsor the sport of gymnastics.

We perform a diversity of services, which I mention only to high
light the financial activities that occur, from assembling teams for
Olympic games, pan-American games, world championships, as
well as many other foreign and domestic competitions. We conduct
an annual coaches congress, we manage State and regional compe-
titions, coordinate rulesmaking on other committees of our board,
publish two bimonthly magazines, and conduct many training
camps for senior and junior male and female athletes.

As we attempt to improve athletic excellence, a more concentrat-
ed, more intensive program is necessary. And of course, concomi-
tant to this, the costs also escalate. Our concern for a needed
change in the 501(cX3) wording as it relates to the national govern-
ing bodies for amateur sports is keenly felt. Specifically, in our case
we are existing at the present time without tax-exempt status.

When we moved to Texas 1 % years ago we applied for tax-
exempt status as a Texas corporation and have been put on hold
until the wording of thelegislation has changed. As a consequence,
we have had to bypass one potential sizable donation which ulti-
mately went to another organization, the Boy Scouts, a notable
cause, to be sure, but so is ours. At the present time we cannot
compete with groups such as the Boy Scouts under our present tax
structure.

We now have an offer of land and an administrative office build-ing which will be built by a donor, which is an industry, as soon an
that donation can be claimed as a donation to a tax-exempt organi-
zation. And, of course, that project is also awaiting clarification of
our status.

We cannot approach foundations for financial support through
grants for projects that we need to undertake, an example being
sports medicine research into chronic injuries common to gymnas-
tics. We find in most cases that the moneys earmarked to be given
by foundations, industries, and individuals will ultimately be given
to some organization. We are caught in a dilemma in that many
other nations' amateur sports governing bodies receive ongoing
Federal support. Canada, for instance, receives 70 percent of its
support from its Government. The BEstern-bloc nations, of course,
are quite supportive. I am not advocating this, because it violates
our ideals, quite obviously. But we need to be able to function effi-
ciently within our present system; consequently, I urge modifica-
tion of the present 501(cX3) language.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement follows:]

90-975 0 - 82 -'A
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Statement of

Roger Counsil
Executive Director for United States Gymnastics Federation

The United States Gymnastics Federation (USOF) is the

National Governing Body (NGB) in the United States recognized

by the U.S. Olympic Committee pursuant to the Amateur Sports

Act of 1978. The International Gymnastics Federationt which

is the international governing body for Gymnastics also

recognizes us as the NGB for our-sport in the United States.

The USGP is solely responsible for assembling U.S.A. Gymnastics

teams for such international competition as the Olympic Games,

the Pan-American Games, and the World Championship of Gymnastics.

Additionally, the USGF conducts separate annual national champion-

ships for men and for women and separate Junior Olympic Cham-

pionships for boys and girls. There are many additional com-

petitions on both the national and international levels. A

recent survey indicates that there are 10.8 million young people

participating in some gymnastics activity.

Besides competitions at the national and international

levels, the USGF has developed a complete network of state and

regional competitions throughout the U.S.A., including Hawaii

and Alaska. Within the Committee structure of the USGF Board

of Directors, the organization concerns itself with making

and enforcing rules, protecting athletes' rights, and communi-

cation with-thp American Gymnastics community through the media

of two magazines and an annual coaches' congress.

The annual budget of the USGF in 1981 was $1,930,926.00,

an increase of approximately $500,000 over 1980. Our financial

picture has improved in recent years, but it has barely kept
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pace with the increasing-demands of assembling, training, and

providing competition for our teams. Also, a growing demand

for more workshops and clinics and a more complete system of

information dissemination is strainin' our limited resources.

Historically, the United States Gymnastics Federation has

received some donations from individual donors, along with some

minimal donations from foundations. However, since the USGF

moved its administrative offices in 1980 from Tucson, Arizona,

to Fort Worth, Texas, we have been in a frustrating position.

When we filed for incorporation in Texas, we were required to

re-apply for 501(c)(3) status, even though we had 501(c)(3)

status when we were not a corporation. Our application for

recognition as a 501(o)(3)'tax exempt organization was submitted

to the regional IRS office about a year and half ago but the

IRS informed us that we cannot regain our tax exempt status

until the wording of the existing 501(c)(3) tax law is modified

since We occasionally provide our athletes with modest equip-o

ment and facilities such as uniforms and a place to compete.

During our time in Forth Worth, we have been conducting

business from a temporary office building. We have been

offered the use of a new .administrative office building and the

land to build it on-by a potential donor. However, he is unable

to make the donation until he can claim it as a donation to a

501(c) (3) tax-exempt organization. We have been unable to

accept cash donations or to approach foundations, seriously

narrowing our financial base. Our volunteer officials who pay

their own travel expenses, are unable to deduct these expenses

because of our status. In fact, our counsel has advised us

'62M 4
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to engage in no fund-raising until we receive 501(c)(3) status

again.

We find that the U.S.A. Gymnastics Team and all U.S.A.

teams, for that matter, are usually in the unenviable position

of copeting against nations that receive direct governmental

subsidy. Sports programs in Canada receive about 70% of their

expenses from the government. The stories are almost legendary

regarding the extent of govenmental support received by athletes

and sports programs in Eastern Bloc nations. In China, and

even in West Germany, for example the governments subsidize

most of their sports programs.

We do not resent the fact that we don't receive federal

support of our programs--it is the American way. We do ask,

however, that we be allowed to function in the American system

without handicaps so that we can effectively fulfill our mandate--

the development of our youth through the sports experience.

I urge the prompt-passage of this corrective legislation.

-1z
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Senator PACKWOOD. Any one of you who knows the answer can
answer this question: Is there any merit to Treasury's argument
about their fear of a rich person's money going to any of your orga-
nizations, almost earmarked to train their son or daughter?

Mr. WALmS. I think that could be termed an abuse, as I under-
stood the Secretary to say.

Senator PACKWOOD. Is this likely to happen? >
Mr. WAucs. It may. There are abuses of that kind everywhere,

and that's why the IRS does such a good job in auditing
everybodys returns. That's obviously a sham situation, if that is
the case. Someone who is going to make a contribution of a few
thousand dollars to a program that has hundreds of children bene-
fiting from it, I don't think that's the kind of situation that legisla-
tion should prevent. I think the determination can be made by the
IRS on a case-by-case basis, Mr. Chairman, as it does in just about
every other area of contributions.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, it would almost have to be a bogus or-
ganization to have any extraordinary tax benefit to the donor if
they are going to give that son or daughter extended attention as
opposed to a hundred others.

Mr. WALS. I have been familiar with sports organizations that
claim to be such, where one athlete was the only member of that
tax-exempt organization.

Senator PACKWOOD. Oh, is that right?
Mr. WALmS. Now, I think that is a bogus situation. But to try to

draft legislation to prevent that, I think ou are going to end up
with the same problem you had in 1976 where you threw the baby
out with the bath, in far too broad an effort to try to prevent that.

Senator PACKWOOD. Well, as you heard me comment to Treasury
Secretary Glickman, I've been here now a dozen years, and almost
every time we attempt to correct a miniscule, abuse, we end up
causing more problems than we cure. And you almost might be
better off to allow the abuse to go on-of course, you hate to say
that-rather than trying to draw regulations that all of you have
to adhere to. For 99 percent of you they are moot, anyway, because
you are not going to do anyhg, whether the regulations exist or
not, thatwould violate anybody's sense of propriety.

Mr. WALS. I-agree wholeheartedly with the chairman in youruse of the term "regulation." If there is a problem, I think it can
be best addressed by/the IRS in regulation rather than trying to
etch it in stone in Federal enactment.
- Senator PACKWOOD. Well, let me congratulate you. A group of
Olympic athletes and others made an excellent presentation earlieron Senator Stevens' bill about contributions to the Olympic Com-
mittee, and you have followed well in this case. You make a very
fine case. You did a good job. Thank you.

Mr. HOUGH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator PACKWOOD. I am going to have to take a recess and go

vote. Senator Danforth may be back before I get back. I told him to
go early. He will go on to S. 1883 and conclude with S. 696.

I might say to Mr. Maxwell, you are not going ta have to oversell
your case. You are in a unique position. The Treasury Department
supports you. That doesn't happen very often on these bills that
come before us.
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So I will ask Senator Danforth to start the hearing, and I will be
back in about 10 minutes.

[Whereupon, at 10:48 a.m., the hearing was recessed.]

AF M RESS

"Senator DANFoRTH. Mr. Maxwell, as a lawyer, I was told that
after you've won your arguments, don't say anything more. I think
you've won and you have the administration supporting you, but if
you would like to proceed at your risk, go ahead.

STATEMENT OF DAVID 0. MAXWELL, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, FEDERAL NATIONAL MORT-
GAGE ASSOCIATION I
Mr. MAxwmLu Senator Danforth, thank you. I will be very brief,

bearing in mind that adage.
I appreciate the opportunity to testify in support of S. 1883,

which has been introduced by you and other Senators. This bill
would accord to Fannie Mae the same income and loss-averaging
treatment for tax purposes as is currently afforded other financial
institutions.

I might say, Senator Danforth, that this bill in the Ways and
Means Committee has been amended to reflect some concern that
Fannie Mae not sell mortgages in order to recapture taxes paid'in
the years covered by this bill.

I testified in the Ways' and Means Committee 2 days ago to the-
effect that we had no intention of doing that, and in fact there
would be sound business reasons why we would not. I haven't seen
the precise language of that amendment yet, but in concept we
have no problem with it. And if it is worded to reflect the actual
concern of the Ways and Means Committee, as I understand it, we
wouldn't have any problem with it at all.

As you know, Fannie Mae is a private corporation chartered by
Congress for only one purpose, and that's to provide assistance, li-
quidity and stability to the home mortgage market. As such, it has-
been a key to maintaining a stable flow of money into the.-mort-
gage sector. This has been the case particularly in past occasions of
credit shortage and indeed this year as wel, Senator Danforth.
Even though we have had our problems this year,, we have pur-
chased more than 98,000 home mortgages for a total value of about
$5 billion. Indeed, it has been said that in the secondary market
this year Fannie Mae has often been the only game in town.

Over the years Fannie Mae h s operated by borrowing in the
short or intermediate term to buy mortgages which were, of course,
long term. Since '1978, generally speaking, short-term rates have
been higher than long-term rates and interest rates in the economy
have moved steadily upward.

We now-hold $60 billion in mortgages, which is 1 in every 20
home mortgages in America, and they yield us an average rate of
9.7 percent. But during this year and particularly at one point this
summer we have had to borrow at rates of- up'to 18 percent to fi-
nance the debt that we incurred to buy these mortgages.

S. 1883 as amended, if it is amended, would permit us to carry
operating losses generated by our long-term investments inmort-
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gage loans back 10 years and forward 5 years, as do other financial
institutions. At present we carry our losses back 8 years and for-
ward 15, like manufacturing companies and commercial enter-prises,

We support this amendment on the basis of tax equity and p4drty
and our comparability to financial institutions that were given the
l.year, carryback in 1969 when Fannie Mae was still in the proc-
ess of coming out of the Federal Government.

We are essentially a bank-chartered by Congress to invest inmortgages and, like thrift institutions; our business is to acquire
home mortgages, albeit we do it at the secondary market level, We
have no business other than that.

So the same economic conditions that have affected the profits
and losses of thrift institutions have affected us. Our cycles are tied
closely to theirs.

The legislation would be applicable to losses beginning with 1982,
so the carryback would be to years commencing in 1972. There
have been various figures as to the revenue effect on the Federal
budget cited in the joint committee print and by the Treasury De-
partment. These simply reflect differences in forecasts about inter-
est rates. I think that I could invite you to accompany me to talk to
10 economists, and you would get 10 different forecasts of interest
*ates for 1982. That accounts for the difference in these forecasts.
But with the decline recently in interest rate levels, we believe
that the effect in the 1983 fiscal year will be less than originally
had been supposed. And, of course, the net effect overall will be of
no cost to the taxpayers because we could carry the losses forward
if we couldn't carry them back.

_This bill is supported by all of the major groups involved in resi-
dential housing. They are the American Bankers Association, the
American Savings & Loan League, the Mortgage Bankers Associ-
ation of America, the Mortgage Insurance Companies of America,
the National Association of Home Builders, the National Associ-
ation of Mutual Savings Banks, the National Association of Real-
tors, the National Savings & Loan League, and the U.S. League of
Savings Associations. And, Mr. Chairman, I have with me letters
from these organizations which, with your permission, I would like-
to enter in the record.

[The letters follow:]
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fUZ#IT3I) URATUS IMAUS of SAVINGS ASSOCIATIONS w T wAcKE ow mo o.q. usb$ am Imr 01M 0

f L LUAM . HELL ri .c December 3, 1981

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman, Subcomwittee on Taxation

and Debt Management
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington. D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The U.S. League of Savings Associations* wishes to ex-
press support for S. 1883. This legislation would conform
the net operating loss (HOL) carryback and carryforward treat-'
ment of the Federal National Mortgage Association (FWA) to
that of the other financial institutions serving the important
housing industry.

The importance of FNMA to the housing and finance industries
is unquestionable. Throughout the past three years of rising
interest rates and declines in the housing market) FNMA has con-

- .tinued to borrow money to provide liquidity to the home mortgage-
market,. It buys mortgages from primary lending institutions so
-that they can restructure their portfolios and lend more money
to home buyers. On far in 1981, some 93 000 home mortgage

---loans were purchased by FR4A with a total value of about $5
billion. FNMA now holds $60 billion in mortgages -- one of
every'20 home mortgages in America.

FNMA continues its strong commitment to housing in the midst
of the worst housing year since 1946. The home building industry
is now in its 34th consecutive month of decline with housing
s-tarts doun from 2,0200000 units in 1978 to a seasonally adjusted
annual rate of 937,000 units for the first eight months of this
year; With the volume of housing sales down 45% since 1978, the
entire housing industry, including those who finance it, are in
serious trouble.

*The U.S. League of Savings Associations has a membership of
4,400 savings and loan associations representing over 99% of the
assets of the $625 billion savings and loan business. League
afebership includes all types of associations -- Federal and
state-chartered, stock and-mutual. The principal officers are:
Roy Green, Chairman, Jacksonville, FL; Leonard Shane, Vice Chair-
man, Huntington Beach CAs Stuart Davis, Legislative Chairman,
Beverly Hills, CA; William B. O'Connell, President, Chicago, IL;
Arthur Edgeworth, Director, Washington Operations; Glen Troop,
Legislative Directar; and Phil Gasteyer, Associate Director,
Washington Operations. League headquarters are at 111 East Wacker
Drive, Chicago, IL 60601. The Washington Office is lcoated at
1709 iew York Avenue, NW., Washington, D.C. 20006. Telephone:
(202) 637-8900.

THE AMINICAN NGMV T1NS SAP9IUAND Of ALMRICAN tlIU IMST
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A principal cauee of our disastrous housing situation
is the difficulty of our traditional housing lenders to operate
in a high interest rate environment. Indeed, the financial
institutions, which have long provided mortgage credit for
our nation's home builders and owners, have suddenly become
the innocent victims of rising costs and low-mortgage portfolio
yields. Spurred initially by inflation and then by the govern-
ment's tight t monetary policy to fight inflation, interest rates
have continued to rea in inordinately, high causing great economic
dislocation and hardship. High interest-rates have crippled
FNMA in the same way as our nation's primary mortgage financing
institutions, i.e., FIA's mony costs exceed their fixed, low-
mortgage portfolio income. With continued instability in the
financial marketplace and inevitable high interest periods in
the future, FNIA will face additional unrefunded operating
losses unless the NOL tax law oversight is corrected.

In recognition of the significant risks and potential losses
borne by long-term residential lenders, Congress provided them
with a special net operating loss treatment in the Tax Reform
Act of 1969. The loss provision was described in the words of
the House Ways and Means Comittee as "proper protection of the
institution and its savers in light of the peculiar risks of
long-term lending on residential real estate...". This NOL
provision (10 Years-tarryback, 5 years carryforward) ado pted in
section 172 of the I.R. Code provided this Congressionally in-
tended protection to long-term mortgage lenders until intervention
by the IRS some 10years later. Then, in 1978. tiie IRS --
without any Congressional or Judicial approval -- issued a
regulation (1.593-6A(b)(5).(vi)) requiring that when a NOL is
carried back, the tax base for computation of the savings and
loan associations' bad debt reserve allowance in the prior profit-
able year must be recomputed by the amount of the carryback loss.
This change effectively diminishes our tax refund benefit by 40%.

Additionally, in 1979, the IRS accelerated the change by
roviding that recomputetion would be required for losses carried
ack from taxable years beginning in 1979 rather than starting in
1988 'a-srijinally proposed.-- Consequently, at a time when real
protection for long-term residents& lenders was needed, the IRS

- substantially undermind by regulation the net operating loss
carryback benefits for savings and loan institutions. In view
of increasing operating losses by our institutions, the savings
and loan business requests your assistance and that of Congress
in rescind 9 this overreaching IRS regulation and restoring our
institutions full NOL as originally intended by the 1969 Tax
Reform Act.
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However. Kr. Chairman, we want to make it very e.ar that
we fully supor; FNM participation 'in our net operating loas
carryback and carryfotward treatment, in spite o the fact they
will enjoy greater loss carryback benefit (FIMA 100% vs.-
savings and loans 60) then savings and loan institutions.

FIA is important to the stability and future success of
the housing industry and the benefits of IiC section 172 shouldnot be denied or diminished for them 6r any long-term reei-
dentael lender* facing their "peculiar", but very real marketrisks. Therefore, we strongly support the efforts of FIHA to
secure as quickly as possible the More favorable loss carryback
treatment outlined in S. 1883. This action wil% not onlystrengthen FIHA's own financial position but will better enableit to survive the up-and-down swings of today's financial cycles.

Sincerely,

William B. 'Cohnell(
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MORTGAGE INSVIANCE COMPANIES OF AMERICA
725 K 8T6T, N. W SUTE 1402 - WASH-JGTO .C. 208-202 75-0787

STW N D 00WPADMf

December 3, 1981

The Honorable Robert J. Dole
Chairman, Senate Finance Connitte
2227 birksen s#itate Office Ruilding
Washington, DC. 20510

Res S. 1883
Federal Nationol I!orteLr.e Association

Dear Mr. Chairmen:

This Asseoiatlon strongly supports the subject bill and urges

early and favorable nation by the Senate Financing Connittee.

The depressed state of the housing induStry has generated
increased dependence on the secondary market for residentul
mortgages. Originators of home mortgages experiencing repeated
net outflovs of savings hovc sought liquidity by increased
reliance on the secondary narkets. In the panorama of secondary
market entities, the Federal National Iortiage Association stands
out-es-the Cost significant; and recovery of the housing industry
de.pands to * great extent oi FNHA's continued effectiveness.

FNHA'a experience during the last three years with #n Inverted
yield ourve has focused attention on an Inequity In the Internal
Revenue Code. This Inequlty ponaliss FIlMA as the only financial
institution In the country tihst 1$ unble to take advantage of
the same arrybaok Iand carryforward treatment accorded financial
institutions ubder section 172 IRC. 'At present FIKA may carry
losses back three years and forward fifteen years, the tax
treatment accorded business generally. however , Congress has
accorded* nanial institutions a ten year earrybaek and a five
yosr-earryforward. This 10 year-5 year formula uss accorded-
financi~llinstitutions in 1969 to insure against substantial
losses resulting from a downiturn in the economy. _At that
time-1969-FIIHA was In a transition status to wholly owned
private corporation. We balive, therefore;.AeVthe failure to
Include FHA in the Iegisl'tion affecting othrr financial
-institutions was an oversight.

We strongly-ur$e your CoimmittolOs ear)y approval' or the oubjvcL
blfl- so that FKA wIlibe pernIted a needed planning end
management tool in 1982 &nd subsequent years. The recovery of,
the housing industry in 191P'depends to a great.vxtent oA this-
actio by the Congress.

Ue rqspeotfuljy request that this letter be incorprated-In the
record of the hetorings on. this legi0latlon.

"JhinCerely,

* g on C. Wllason
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MUTUAL SAVINGS BANKS

Niw YOR N.Y. ioI6

A&WA5SMNGTNOP
NAMSS FRANKLN L WRIGT AL

17NEW ORK

December 10s 1981

The Donorable Bob Packvood
Chairman
Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management
Senate Fnance Comittee
2227 Djxksen Senate Office Bilding
VashiSngton D.C. 20510

les Subcommittee Hearings on Two Miscellaneous Tax bills. December 11. 1981

. Dear Mr. Chairmans

The National Association of Mutual Savings Banka takes this opportunity
to express its support for S. 1883& legislation which would conform the net
operating loss (SOL) carryback and carryforward treatment of the Federal National
Mortgage Association to that of other financial institutions. Specifically, the
legislation would extend FIO's net operating loss carryback to 1"O ysars and
reduce its net operating loss 6arryf6rvard from 15 to 5 years. We would also#
respectfully, request that this letter be included in the printed record of the
subconittee's'hearings on 5. 1883.

The Feder&l national Mortgage Association, like ost thrift institutions
is encountering difficulty in coping with the tremendous volatility that charac-
terizes financial uarketb today. FIMA plays an extremely critical role In the
mortgage market and the passage of S. 1883 would enhance the ability of UIPIA to
provide much needed home mortgage credit.

Vhile we strongly favor early action on S. 1883. we would also call to
your attention the fact that the Internal Revenue Service has promulSated reguls-
tiona which aerioisly undermine the benefit for thrift institutions of the net
opera%4ng loss (NOL) provisions. As yqu know, the Tax Reform Act of 1969 granted
thrift institutions a, speclaZ method for treating net operating losses which would
provide, in the words of the Nousq Ways and Means Committee, "proper protection
of the institution and its savers in lisht of the peculiar risks of long-term
lending on residential real estate...". in 1978, theiRS - without Congressional
or Judicial approval - issued a regulation requiring that when a OL iq carried
backs the taxbase for computation of the thrift institution's bad debt reserve.
allowance in the prior profitable year must be recomputed by the amount of the
carryback loss. This change effectively diminishes the tax refund benefit by 40
percent. Additionally, In 1979 the IRS accelerated the change by providing that

/
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recouputaono "uld be required for losses carried back from taxable years be-
89i0nmi In 1979s rather thau phased throuSh 1988 as vas originally proposed.hease administrative actions bave -substantially diminished the benefits of the
M1L, for saligs banks at a time Uhe real protection for long-term residential
lenders is seeded and we thus request the subcomwittee schedule an early review
of the entire NOL issue.

In closings we vish to reiterate our strong support for s. 1883 and go
an record as fully supporting its Iumediste-passage.

Sincerely.

Pranklin L. Wright, Jr.
Assistant Director-Housing Counsel
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The Honorable Robert 3. Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the Mortgage Bankers Association of America*, I would like to express our
strong apport for urgent action on S 1U3. We believe that this amendment to -onform
the net operating los carryback and carrnyorward treatment of the Federal National
MortSmage Associatlon (FNMA) to that of other financial Institutions Is Important for the
housing Industry and the financial Institutions which serve It.

*The Mortgage Bankers Assocation of America Is a nationwide organization devoted ex.
Exclusively to the field of mortgage and real estate finance. MBA% membership comprises
mortgage originators, mortgage Investors, and a variety of Industry related firms.
Mortgage banking firms, which make up the largest portion of the total membership,
engage directly In originating, financeng, sellng, and servicing real estate Investment
portfolios. Members include:

o Mortgage Banking Companies
o Mortgage Insurance Companies
o Life insurance Companies -
o Commercial Banks
o Mutual Savlrkp Banks
0 Savingp and Loan Associations
0 Pension Funds

- o Mortgage Brokers
o Title Companies
0 State Housing Agencies
o Investment Bankers
o Real Estote Investment Trusts

Street, N.W., Washington, DC. 20003; Tele-MBA headquarters Is located at 1123 lfhphone (202) "1-6300



S IU3 would amend Section 172 of the Internal Revenue Code to permit FNMA to carry
back its losses ten years, as other financial Institutions are permitted to do, rather than
for three years as provided In current law. Congress enacted the ten year carrybac
provision for financial Institutions In 1969 particularly In order to safeguard those
financial insttutions that Invest In residential real estate.

It appears that failure to Include FNMA In this provision at the time was an oversight.
FNMA's present charter was enacted I6 196 , but Its transition to private status was not
complete until 1970. Until now, this oversight has not been detrimental to FNMA% ability
to provide additional capital for residential mortgage lending. However, both the housing
and home mortgage finance Industries are reeling from the effects of extremely hIgh
Interest rates and continued Inflation. The combination of these factors has foreclosed
the opportunity of homeownerhip for millions of American famles, particularly young
and moderate-inome famWles.

The grim statistics of the hosing slump are clearly illustrated by the statistics of the
home building Industry.

The level of home construction Is now in Its 34th consecutive month of decline. The
prospects are that 1981 wll be the worst year for housing since 1946, The Issuance of
building permits has fallen from 1,801,000 In 1978 to a seasonally adjusted annual rate for.
the first eight months of this year of only 863,000 units. Permits for single-family homes
have declined *1.5 percent from last year' level. Housing starts have also dropped
precipitously from 2,020,000 units In 1978 to a seasonally adjusted annual rate of only
937,000 units for the first elA months of this yeu. And hosing sales volume has
dropped about 45 percent from 1978. Clearly, the housing Industry Is in serious trouble.

FNMA Is an Importan~t link between the housing and finance Industries. Throughout the
past three years of -rising Interest rates and declines in the housing market, PNMA has
continued to borrow money to provide liquidity to the home mortgage market. It has
bought mortgages from lenders so that they can lend more money to homebuyers.

So far, In 1981, PNMA has purchased some 93,000 home mortgage loans with a total value
of about $5 billion. FNMA now holds $60 billion In mortgages-on of every 20 home
mortgages in America. To maintain and continue to.add to this portfolio of mortgages,
however, FNMA has been forced to abs losses dring this period.

In order that FNMA can continue to operate as effectively and efficiently as possible, It is
vital that a significant oversight n the tax laws be corrected. FNMA must be permitted
to average Its losses and gains for tax purposes in the same manner as banks, saving and
loans, and other financial Institutions, rather than as If they were a tmanufacturl or
retailing compare, as l the case at present. Economic conditions affect the profits and
loses of PNMA and other financial, Institutions In ,the same way. It is thus not only
equitable, but tant,. to the itablity of the Indusuy to allow pNMA to cope with
lengthening periods Of hIh nterest rates* and-inflatlon In the same way as other financial
Institutions.

In closing, we want to emphasize that It Is Important to act on S 1883 now. FNMA's
new management is "taking a number of steps to strengthen the corporationIs financial
position and channel more money into housing. 1OU amendment wl enable PNMA to do
so from a tax posture that most reasonably fits the business and financial cycles It faces
and strengthens FNMA's arsenal of financial and management weapons In ft struggle to
Improve our current disastrous situation In housing.

Please accept our appreciation for your favorable coosideratlon of this matter.

Sincerely,

mes P. AylwaI
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National Association of Home Builders
15th and M Streets. NW., Washington. D.t 20005

Telex 89-2600 (202) 452.0400
H..... I. Smith

December 8, 1981

The Honorable Riobert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510-

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the more than 123,000 members of the Nation-
al Association of Home Builders (NASB), I offer our support,
for S. 1883 which wold provide the Federoal National Mortgage
Associartion (FN H) the same carryback and carryforward treat-
ment of its losses that are allowed other financial institutions.

The housing industry'and the institutions which. supply
its credit, including FNHA, are enduring a prolonged economic
crisis. While during the past three years of rising interest
rates ENMA has continued to borrow money to provide liquidity
to the home mortgage market, FNlA has now been forced to absorb
losses as it adds to its portfolio. In 1969. financial -
institutions other than FNMA were given a ten year carryback
and-five year carryforward provision to help them against
losses occur ing during economic downturns. The legislative

"._history of the 1969 law indicates a desire by Congress to
safeguard those institutions which invest in residential
real estate. The exclusion of FNMA at that time appears to
have been an oversight. The bill presently before your Com-
mittee, S. 1883 would"provide FNMA the same opportunities
to carryback losses as are afforded other financial Insti-
.tutions. This legislation which'would have a modest
revenue impact, would help FNMA through its present crisis
and would-help ensure the continuation of FNMA's positive
and progressive role in the secondary mortgage market.
I would greatly appreciate it if-you would include this
letter in the hearing record for S. 1883.

Sincerely, op

Herman J. Smith

President

HJS:dag

Where Wiil Our Children Live?"
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS
MOI a"M 90" ~euhem"
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December 5, 1951

The oborable Robert Dole
cuairmsu, Senate Plumce Com ttee
Dirksn Seanate Office Building
Ist & C Streets, 1.3.
Vashington, D. C. 20510

Dear Chairman Dole:

Oa behabl of the unATcOAL ASSOCLXUO OF RZALT 9SS, I would like to urge Your
spport for Passage of 3.3. 5013. This legislation will conform the tjM treatment

of the Federal Nattonal Mortgage Associtio to that of other financial institutous

Ma Ise en i mortant link between the housing and finance Industrie. Throughout
the past thrgeyear of rising interest rats and decline in the housing sarket,
IM has continued to borrow money to provide liquidity to the home mortgage market.
tt has bought mortgages from primary lending institution. so that they can restructure
their portfolios and lend more money to hoeubuyers.

YM01L lIke many of the nation's -thrift institutions, has been surely battered
by this country's relent experience with high and volatile Interest rates. The
erosion of long-term capital markets has also Increased the problem confronting
DMML Since the asset and debt structure of YM is similar to that of thrift
Institutions, we believe that It is 41se policy to tax 1Qft as thrift Insttutions
are tad,

So that FlMN can continue to operate as effectively and efficiently as possible,
it is vital that this igp ficant oversight In the tax law be corrected. DPML must
be permitted to average Its losse and gains for tax purposes in the am manner as
banks, savings and loans, end other financial Institutions, rather than as if they
vert a manufacturing or retailing company, as Is the case at present.

In closing, we want to ehasise that It in not only equitable, but important
to the stability of the housing industry to allow IM to cope with lengthening
periods of high interest rates and Inflation In the same way as other financial
institutions.

Thank you for your consideration of t ismatter.

Sincerely,

?UaIo Laguat, President:

cc The Honorable Russell D. Loug
The Morable Robert Packwood

90970-62-5
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National Savings and Loan League

1101 Fif teeth Street NW
Washington; DC 20005
202 331-0270 Cable: NATLISA

Jonathan Lindley
Executive Vice President

December 7, 1981

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Committee on Finance
145 RSOB
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Packwood:

The National Savings and Loan League would like to
express our support of S. 1883, a bill toconform
the tax treatment of the Federal National Mortgage
Association (FNMA) to that of other financial
institutions. We are pleased that you have intro-
duced this important legislation and have scheduled
hearings in such a timely fashion.

FNMA is an integral part of the housing finance
delivery system in this country. The role-of FNMA
in housing will grow even greater in the economic
envi-ronment of the future. It is critical that
FNMA be given this tax parity if it is to be able
to.continue to assist the savings and loan industry
and other mortgage finance entities in providing.
homeownership opportunities.

We urge you and other Members of the Finance Committee
to approve this legislation as soon as possible.

Thank you for your consideration of our views.

Sincerely,

o Lindley
, bc.
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AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN LKAGUi. INC.
S4ilT 101* 14SS 4 1STOlTo ft. W. 0 WASINTON, M 0. Ooos

(got) em-se.4

December 9, 1981

The Honorable Bob Pack/ood
Chairman
Subcomittee on Taxation and
Debt Management

U. S. Senate
14S Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Savings and Loan League, a national trade association
composed of 75 savings and loan associations In 25 states and the District
of Columbia that are owned or controlled by Blacks, Hispanics, Asian-Amerlcans

-and members of other minority groups, strongly supports and urges prompt
action on S. 1883, a bill to amend the 1954 Internal Revenue Code to conform
the net operating loss carryback and carryforward treatment of-the Federal
National Mortgage Association (FNMA) to that of other financial Institutions.
Our members view this, legislationas most Important for the housing Industry
and for the financial Institutions which servejt.'..

It Is no secret that the financial Institutions which lend money
td those purchasing homes have been hurt. Even at-current high mortgage
Interest rites, the mortgages they hold provide a return far below the.
sums needed to refund their debt.-

FNMA continues to serve as an Important link between the housing and
finance Industries. Throughout the past three years of rising Interest
rates and declines In the housing market, FNHA has continued to provide
I Liquidity to the home mortgage market by buying mortgages from primary
lending Institutions so that these Institutions can restructure their

- portfolios and continue to lend money to homebuyers.

So that FNHA can continue to operate effectively and efficiently, it
must bepormitted to average Its losses and gains for tax purposes in the
same manner as banks, savings and loan associations, and other financial,
institutlonso rather than as a manufacturing or retailing company, as Is_
presently the case,

Economic conditions affect FNMA profits and losses and other financial
Institutions 'in the sae way. It is therefore not only equitable, but,

- important to the stable ty of the home. fInancIng industry to allow FIlA to
cope ~~with lengthening periods of high Interest rates and Inflation In the
same way as other financial Institutions.

The recovery of the housing Industry In 1982 can be helped by the

early enactment of this legislation.

Sincerely,

Theresa L. Watson
Executive Vice President
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AMERICAN 81
BANKERS AssoCIATION 20036

LCOOM ft 1

December 1, 1981

DMw Honorable Robert'We

Comittee on Finance
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Bankers Association, with a membership of more than 90 per-
cent of the country's 14,500 full service banks, is writing in support of
S. 1883 and to urge its eniactment at the' earliest possible date.

Commercial banks and bank affiliated mortgage bankihg companies represent
the second largest source bf'mortgagie briginations for single-family homes.
Traditionally, banks and other* depository institutions hive relied on
individual savings as their main source of' funds. But,' in recent years,
the deposit base for all depository institution, has ihifted away from'
traditional passbook accots to thort-terk time depbsits, which pay higher
rates but are subject to greater interest rate fluctuations.

Because of the enormous capital required for'*ortgage lending exceeds the
- liability base of depository institutions, mortgage lenders have developed

an active secondary mortgage market" as a source of'funds. Institutions
whose actual deposits have not been keeping pace with the demand for mort-
gage loans have been able to maintain loan activity by reselling their
loans in the secondary market, thus raising the funds for further lending.
Operating nationwide, RM4 helps to redistribute mortgage fnds from capital-
surplus to capital-short areas.

The Federal National Mortgage Association (FNMA1) created by Congress in1968 as a stockholder-owned' corporation, operates' in the' secon r mortgage
market as the largest investor'in residential mortgage finds, with a'
portfolio of more than $59 billion of mortgage loans. The 1968'legislation
also made R1 a for-profit, tax paying corporation.

Because RM converts funds borrowed in the money'and capital markets into
residential mortgage loans, -its activities and earnings are influenced'
primarily by the level of interest rates'and the availability of alter-
native sources of mortgage credit. Recent inflation has thrown finarcial
markets and financial -ntermediaries into disarray. Inf lation and gyrating
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interest rates have generally affected'hame mortgage financing institutions
more than other economic institutions, enforcing on thm major institutional
changes. RM has been forced to borrow in the volatile capitL markets
of the past ,ear at rates up to .18 percent, increasing 14's cost of
borrowing to 11.52 percent, while the retxM-on their portfolio was 9.62
percent at Septeber 30, 1981.

FNMA aagement has responsibly reacted to recent economic conditions by
attempting to build greater flexibility into its asset Mnagement -
increasing the yield on the corporation's assets and lengthening the term
of its debt. iwm r. its asset management has been made difficult because
of lRA's present tax treamit, for'operating losses.

(r understanding is that RM's present loss averaging treatment is
unlike t)w carryback and carryforard treatment provided for other financial
institutions. instead, R can presently carry losses back three years
and forward fifteen yars. Our Association, Mr. Chairman, supports S. 1883
extending RI's net operating loss carrybaca to ten years and reducing
its net operating loss carryforwrd to five years, thus conforming the ax
treatment of flNA to that of other financial institutions.

Sincerely
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Mr. MAXWELL. I also have a copy of a letter which has been
given to Senator Packwood's staff from members of the Senate-
Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, supporting
S. 1883.

Senator DANFORTH. Thank you very much, Mr. Maxwell. I think
that you have clear sailing.

Mr MAXWELL. Thank you, Senator.
[The prepared statement of David Maxwell and the above men-

tioned letter follow:]
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Statement of 4r. David O. Maxwell
Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer

Federal National Mortgage Association
Before the

Subcommittee On Taxation and Management of the
Finance Committee

U.S. Senate .
December 11, 198

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am David Maxwell. Since Nay of this year I have been

Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of the

Federal National Mortgage Association, usually called Fannie

Mae. I am pleased to be here today to testify in support of

S. 1883, introduced by Senator Packwood for himself and

Senators Moynihan, Roth, Danforth, Symas, Chafee, Durenberger,

Long, Bentsen, Baucus, Matsunaga, Mitchell, Garn, and Lugar.

Identical companion legislation was introduced in the House

by Ways and Means Chairman Rostenkowski and Representative

Conable. This bill- would accord the Federal National Mortgage

Association the same income and loss averaging treatment for

tax purposes currently accorded other financial institutions.

The Federal National Mortgage Association began in 1938

as part of the federal government. After several reorganizations,

in 1968 the Congress enacted legislation to charter Fannie

Mae as a private corporation, with a statutory mandate to

provide assistance, liquidity, and stability to the home

mortgage market. In accordance with that le1islation, Fannie

Maebecame-private in 1970. Fannie Mae has a fifteen person

Board of Directors, ten elected by the holders of its 59,000,000

shares of stock and five appointed by the President of the United

states. It is subject to a certain degree of regulation by
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th6 Saretary of Housing and Urban Development and the Secretary

of the Treasury. -

Today Fannie Mae holds $60 billion in mortgages --.one

of every 20 home mortgages in America. It purchases these

mortgages from originators, such as mortgage bankers, savings

and loan associations, and commercial and savings banks, to

provide them money to lend more people-to buy homes.

Fannie Mae has obtained the money to purchase these

mortgages largely through short or sodium term borrowing in

the credit markets. Fannie Mae's debt -- about $58 billion --

isheld by banks, savings and loan associations, state

'governumts, foreign central banks, and other investors.

Fannie Mae's obligations constitute a significant portion of

the-portfolios of many of these institutions.

Fan ie Mae is-a financial intermediary, spanning the gap

between the real estate and finance markets. It improves

the efficiency of the housing finance market, thus permitting

housing to Compete for investment dollars. Fannie Mae's

operations transform mortgages from small, illiquid, and

local investments into blue-chip corporate paper which attracts

needed money to housing. Given Fannie Mae's national scope,

it also channels mortgage funds from regions of greatest

availability to regions of greatest need. And Fannie Mae

has worked with Ginnie Mae -- the Government National

Mortgage Association -- to use the market mechanism to

increase the availability of low and moderate income housing.

(GNMA was established in 1968 as part of the Department of
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Housing and Urban Development to carry out government-subsLdized

mortgage programs and..help provide fLnanoing for FHA and VA mortgages.)

Fannie Mae is a key to maLntaLnLng a stable flow of

money into the mortgage sector. During past periods of credit

shortages and high. interest rates, Fannie Mae has responded

with extensive mortgage purchases to help prevent even more

severe disruptions in housing. This year has been no exception.
Indeed, there have been several periods this year when Fannie

Mae has been described as "the onlyigame in town" in the

secondary market. So far in 1981, Fannie Mae has purchased

some 93.00 home mortgage loans with a total value of about

$5 billion.

For years, Fannie Mae was able to borrow short term at

interest rates that were traditionally lower than the long

term mortgage rates. Since 1978, this relationship between short

and long term rates has changed: generally short term interest

rates have been higher than long term interest rates. In

addition, the general upward movement of all in-terest rates

-. ha--A left Fannie ae locked into a portfolio of long term

assets that yields less thati it must pay to turn over its

debt. As a result, Fannie Mae's $60 billion in mortgages

--yield today an average rate of return of 9.7 petaent. But

we have-borrowed money-at rates up to 18 percent in 1981-to

finance this portfolio and -to continue to-carry out our

Congressional mandate to provide funds for housing.

S. 1883 would accord Fannie Mae the -same tax treatment

other financial institutions receive with regard to the
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losses&e gerateO by long..term investment in mortgage loans-.

The present;tax code permits businesses generally, such as.

retailing and manufacturing companies, to average income by

permitting them to carry net-operating losses back for-three

years and forward forfifteen years. Fannie Mae is treated

like such E company. On the other.hand, other financial

institutions, such as commercial and savings banks and savings

and loan associations, are allowed a ten year carryback and

a five year carryforward. As a matter of tax equity and

parity, Fannie Mae should be treated like these financial,,

institutions, rather than like retailert and manufacturers;

The special loss carryback provision for financial_

institutions was enacted.by the Congress In 1969, at a time

when businesses generally were permitted to carry losses back

.only three-years and forward only-five. The Congress gave

this special treatment to financial institutions for a number

of reasons.

In 1969, the Congresswas beginning to trim back special

bad debt deductions for financial institutions. At the same

timeit recognized the desirability of protecting such

institutions from substantial-losses brought about by future-

downturns in the economy. The Joint Committee on Taxation's

-General Explanation of the TaxReform Act of 1969 states

that a reason for the ten year carryback was to provide

such protection.

*/ Staff of the Joint Committee on Taxation, 91st Cong.,
2nd Seas., General Explanation of the Tax Reform Act of
1;69 at 147 (Comm, Print 1970) (discussing section 431"
of the Act and section 172(b)(1)(F) of the IRC)

3..

3. .
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Fannie Hae has never had any exceptional bad -debt

treatment to help it during extended cyclical down'turns.

Moreover,-its Congressional charter restricts it to a 'business

that is particularly susceptible to large market swings. The

Senate Report on the Tax-Reform Adt of 1969 specifically

noted "the peculiar risks of lng-term lending on residential

real estate," and added that such lending was "an activity

which C6 greIs has indicated it desires to encourage."" Long'

term hMe mortgage loans have been the mainstay of the business

of both the thrift institutions' and Fannie Mae.

It is important to note that the 1969 amendments did not

limit the ten year carryback treatment to institutions

relinquishing a part of their special bad debt treatment.

The amendments also applied the carryback to banks for

cooperatives. Like Fannie Mae, banks for cooperatives had

no specialbad debt treatment.

Fannie Mae is comparable to the financial institutions

given the ten year carryback in 1969. It is essentially a

bank chartered by the Congress to invest in mortgages. Like

the thrift institutions, Fannie Mae's business is to raise

money which it uses to acquire residential mortgages, albeit

at the secondary level. The same economic conditions affect

*/ 1969-3 C.B. 526, from S. Rep. No. 91-552, 91st Cong.,
1st Sess. 162 (1969).
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the profits and losses of Fannie Mae and the thrift institutions

in the same way. Our common experience has made it apparent

that Fannie Mae has-business and financial cycles which are

tied tightly to. those of the thrifts and other financial

institutions, and both logic and equity argue that Fannie

Mae should have the same carryback and carryforward treatment.-

However, it is easy to see how Fannie Mae was apparently

overlooked when the 1969 tax amendments were adopted. Although

the- Congress passed the law to charter Fannie Mae as a private--

institution in 1968, Fannie Mae was widely regarded as a

part of the federal government during 1969. The law scheduled

Fannie Mae's transition to private status for sometime between

1970 and 1973.

I strongly support she amendment, and urge that
f.77

the Congress expeditiously enact Hv-L-404-3 and grant Fannie

Mae the same income averaging treatment enjoyed by other

financial Lnstitutions.

The effective date for the proposed amendment would be

-for losses for years beginning with 1982. The carryback

would be to years commencing in 1972.

Although this amendment will provide Fannie Mae with a needed

planning andnmanagement tool in 1982, it will have no budgetary
impact until fiscal 1983. The Joint Committee on Taxation has

estimated that there would be a $14 million revenue loss in

fiscal 1983, and a $14 million revenue gain in fiscal 1984.

Revenue would be gained in fiscal 1984 because under current

law FNMkAcould carry its losses forward in that year to offset

taxable income. S. 1883 simply permits Fannie Mae to carry its

losses back now instead of forward in the future. Thus, the

amendment's real revenue impact is to shift the revenue loss to

a more propitious time for the nation's housing and lending

institutions.

In closing, let me reiterate my appreciation for this

opportunity t0 testify.
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December 10, 1981

The Honorable Robert Dole
Chairman
Committee on Finance
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

.Dear ob s

The-purpose of this'letter is to express our strong support
for S. 1$03, a bill to provide the Federal National Mortgage
Association (Fannie Mae) with the same net operating loss
carryforXard and carryback as .that of- other, similarly
situated financial institutions. -

Ag you are well aware,- housing is one of the hardest hit -

industries in our nqtion's Icurrent economic slump. One of
the major factors affecting the industry in thJs period has
been the availability and cost of home mortgages. Fannie -

4e Is in the business of funding mortgage loans in the
secondary market and at times during the last 19 months it
has been the- only major institution to do so. That
performance must be sustained. It is thus imperative that
-Fannie Mae be accorded treatment consistent with equity and
parity under our nation's tax laws so that its operations
may continue, as efficiently and effectively as possible..

S. 1883 contributes significantly to that objective by
making treatment of Fannie Mae's net losses consistent with
that accorded banks, savings and loans and other similar
financial institutions. This is a simple but rational change,
which will bolster Fannie Mae -- and thus the housing industry --
at a crucial time for both. .We are appreciative that the
Committee on Finance has moved expeditiously to hold hearings
on this legislation. We urge you to bring S. 1883 to the flodir
of the Senate so that this vital bill can be enacted as quickly
as possible.

Sincerely,

Gaio -y rir

Alan on

John in Chafee 

n. DAMato

Harrison'SchmAitt

f
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Senator, DAmVRTH. The next bill is S.P696, and the witnesses are
Thomas D. Gillies, director of the Linda Hall Librar and .Michael
Newmark of Lewis, Rice, Tucker, Allen & Chubb in St. Louis repre-
senting the St. Louis Mercantile Library.

Gentlemen, welcome, and please proceed in any order you would
like.

STATEMENT OF THOMAS ). GILLIES, DIRECTOR, LINDA HALL
LIBRARY, KANSAS CITY, MO.

Mr. Gnm. Thank you, Senator.
I am Thomas Gillie ofthe Linda Hall Library. It is my firm con-

viction that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 omitted institutions such
as libraries simply by:overlooking them;' not purposefiilly, but
rather by inadvertence.' We are in fact public institutions, just as
schools, churches hospitals, whatever, Our serVices are entirely tothe publiC. They must b so by -terms of, our founding, documents.
And, as I say, I thi we were simply overlooked in the exemptions
thatwould otherwise have occurred in the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

I assume from Treaury's statement that there is no question
about the national significance of our library, holding or'of the
services that we render to the public at large. In our own case, the
Linda Hall Library extends thoe services to all the public, to
many governmental agencies which depend upon us for little-held
scientific and technical materials from abroad, particularlY. We
also extend services to the academic communities mhe Uiver-
sity of Missouri across the street from us, and to the entire State of
Kansas' higher, educational system by courier loans which are
made there.

This bill would affect not only the Linda Hall Library but, other
independent research libraries as well, in areas of the necessit for
complying with certain aspects of the foundation rules. Such librar-
-ies as the Pierpont Morgan eNow York, the New York Public Li-
brary itself through 'the Astor, Lenox & Tilden Foundation, the
Huntington Library in San Marino, and several others; although
we are a relatively small group and, as I say, suffer n this particu-
lar instance from low visibilty.

I would- point out also that because of our founding documents
there is virtually no way that we could abuse those five rules
which we must meet under the Tax Code as publicly supported or-
ganizatiOns

Thank you. T

V
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LINDA HALL LIBRARY
sciae &W tachnUo y

5100 CHRUY
KANUAS OIlY, M RIMK. 64110

, Statement of Thomas*D. OGillies

Director of Linda Hall Library

before the.

Subcommittee on Taxation and Debt Management

of the

Senate'Committee on Finance

on S.696

December 11, 1981

The Independent research libraries whioh.would be

classified as public charities by passage of 8.696 are

all major national resources for study, and scholarship.

The Ipdepondent Research Libraries Association is made

up of suoh'libraries-as The Folger Shakespeare Library,

The Pierpont Morgan Library, The Amerioan. Antiquarian

Society1 The Huntington Library, The New York Public

Library-t Astor, Lenox and Tilden Foundations, and

several others. -They are open to the public; they

support and provide public programs and exhibitions;

they have notable, ana often unique, research..oolleotions

for the use of students, scholars, and other researchers.

They are, in fact, educational institutions, for they

provide learning.naterials as do aoadmi libraries and

tax-supported public libraries. The independent research-

libraries differ in, that they are supported, either in
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whole or in part, by endowment income.

A few of these libraries are still able to fund

their programs from endowment income. Many of them,

however, must supplement that income by efforts to receive

substantial contributions from the public or from govern-

mental foundations and endowments. It seems clearly
inconsistent, as tax policy, that institutions which must

solicit tax-deductible contributions must, in turn, pay

excise taxes and incur fees of legal and accounting firms

to assure themselves oL-maintaining an appropriate tax

status. Passage of S.696 would resolve this inconsistency.

Because of the investment income from their endowments

these libraries run the annual risk that they may fail to

meet Internal Revenue Service guidelines to qualify as

"publicly supported organizations" or "private operating

foundations". If they fail to meet those~guidelines and

are thus classified as private foundations their income

would be so eroded as to restrict severely their services

to the public. As each of_ these libraries clearly serves

a public function, and thus'both supplements and comple-

ments the services of other public and academic libraries,

their services, are clearly in the public interest. Thus,

they should in fact be classified as public charities.--

Specifically, in the case of Linda Hall Library which

I represent, the instruments governing its establishment

and operation provide that- the library shall be open

and available to the public at no charge. These instruments

also provide that no part of the library's income may be
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expended for purposeB other than its collections, operation,

appropriate construction, and maintenance for the purpose

of serving the public. The library is adjacent to

University f Missouri at Kansas City, and is heavily

depended upon by the university community. The library's

major services are heavily used by governmental research

agencies, independent research scientists and engineers,

industrial research agencies, and the 'Ay public as well.

Because of the library's extensive holdings in scientific

journals, monographs, proceedings of scientific symposia,

and the like, its collections are widely used through

interlibrary loan and copying services-throughout the

nation. Because of its extensive holdings of current

journals from the Soviet. Union, Japan, People's Republic

of China, Eastern as well as Western European countries,

the library can provide the public and the research

community with materials that are not readily available

elsewhere.

Endowment funds of the foundations which maintain

research libraries like the Linda Hall Library, are so

structured as to mske-ivapossible the kind of tax abuses

which the private foundation rules were enacted to pre-

vent. Their financial resources are, and must be, fully

committed to maintenance of these libraries, and their

charters or founding documents prevent use of their

funds for any other purpose. It is our genuine belief

that the Tax Reform Act of 1969 was a sound and necessary

90-975 0 . - 6
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,effort to correct shortcolings in tax law. However"these

independent' public libraries were included in that lav

by oversight rather than by design . The fees and taxes,

which must be paid by these institutions under their

present classifications could otherwise be made available

for library acquisitione and public services. Moreover, -

no tax loss shoqjd result-so faras the Internal Revenue

Service is concerned,: as the 2% excise tax 'is intended only

to reimburse the Internal Revenue Service for monitoring

,these organizations If there were no need to monitor

them, the Internal Revenue Service workload should

decrease accordingly. The'other fees incurred by these-

institutions to assure themselves of maintaining'a tax

exempt status provide no income to the Internal Revenue

Service in any event.

The great merit of 8.696 is that its passage would

correct an inadvertent inclusion in the Tax Reford'Act

of 1969, and would allow these specific--cultural institutions

to make appropriate use of all-their endowment income to

further enhance their collections for public use.
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summary

Independent researclh librakies'which are open to the

public are essentially educational institutons,. making

a unique contribution to scholart7 Stu4ents researchers,

and thOe public at,'large. They depends either in part or: 16,

whole, on income from theit endowmentsfor operating Oosts.

Some of them must supplement that income with contributions"

from the public and Vith grants, from, private and g9vern-

melntal -foundations 6)-government aj "endowments.

Although their entire income is committed to maifn-

tainip-gtheir o0lleotion .andtheir services, to -the pUblio,:

so*9 of them s tll are subject .to an excise tax'ahd all of

thea ihcUr the additional expenses. of legal and accounting
fees to assure ,themselves of compliance with the IRS founda-.

'tion rulop.. Their role as public educational institutio=s

appears. t "have been ovetlooked in the Tax Reform Act

of 19890,and they were thus included where they should

not'/have been.
.By he nature of their founding documents, .these

librziaied oannt act in suchafashion as. to be.guilty

-of the tax abuses whigh the private foundation rules were -

enacted to prevent.

.8- .,96 would without reduction of any raning-fu3 tax

revenue, oladsify these libraries, aqspb;. charities, and

would'-thus, k1low them to make use of their endowment income

for public services.-,

,
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Senator DANIRTH. Mr. Newmark.

STATEMENT OF MICHAEL N. NEWMARK' LEWIS, RICE, TUCKER,
ALLEN & CHUBB, ST. LOUIS, MO.

4r. NzwmAu. Good morning, Senator.
My name is Michael'Newmark, and I am legal counsel to the St.

Louis Mercantile Library, a library which was organized in 1846 by
tile Missouri Legislature. I speak this morning in support of Senate
bill 696, and-I wanted to briefly address four questions: One, the
need 'for Senate bill 696' how Senate bill 696 meets that need; the
question of the potential for abuse; and the question of the impact
on Federal revenue.

DUring the Mercantile Library's es.tence, since 1846, it has
built up a! sizable endowment fund, It is because it has built up
that endowment fund that it wasn't able to meet the publicly sup-
ported charity test that was incorporated into the 1969 private-
foundation legislation in' the Tax Reform Act of 1969.

If a library can be open to the public for free because it has accu-
mulated this sizable endowment, it may very well not satisfy the
tet for a publicly supported charity. But if that same library were
to charge a fee for the services that it renders, it may then satisfy
the test because the proportion of its endowment' income to its total
income would then be small. And I would suggest that this really
ought not be the test as to whether its a publicly supported
charity. I

As has been indicated, a library like the Mereantile Library that
falls into the classification of a private operating foundation, incurreporting requirements, legal and accounting fees, exise taxes, and
perhaps most importantly or _a library like the Meicantile Library,
it's not attracting some contributions that it believes that it would-
otherwise attract. -
-So we believe that there is a clear need for this legislation, and
we believe that Senate bill 696 satisfies that need because it makes
a library like the Mercantile Library entitled to public-charity
status regardless of the size of its endowment fund.NOW, the p-ropo legislation in no way extends the category of
exempt organizations. What it does do is it provides that an exempt
library like the Mercantile, that services the public, qualifies for
public-charity status. The bill only covers those few libraries that
have a permanent facility and are either organized by public act or
are open to the, ublic for free.

So Senate bi696 would meet the needs, because it changes the
status of the Mercantile Librar and, as Mr. Gillies indicated, it
would also change the status of the Linda Hall Library in Kansas
City. It'is coincidental that both libraries happen to be in Missouri.
And, as Mr. Gillies indicated, the bill would affect other, libraries
in the country who, although they are not directly affected, noneq
theless, spend time and money to insure that they do not fall into
the category of a private operating foundation.

NoW, What ithe potential for abuse? Senatebil 696 provides a
very narrow clasi for those libraries that qualify under its
terms. We only know of two libraries in the country that would be
covered. And since it's unlikely that there wouldbe many others
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that would qualify, we do not believe that this opens the door to
abuse.

"It also seems highly unlikely that passage of this legislation
would open the door to other legislation that would cover other
types of charities. Granted, Senate bill 696 does provide a specific
classification for a particular type of a charity; but this doesn't
imply that other types of organizations deserve specific classifica-
tion. There may be others, and if there are others, they should
have it. And if there are others that are not deserving of specific
classification, I doubt that Congress would extend the laws to give
them public-charity status.

It should be noted, of course, that section 170 of the code already
makes specific references to certain kinds of charitable organiza-
tions, and, therefore, this does not set a precedent in singling out a
particular type of a charity.

Since there will be so few libraries that would be covered by
Senate bill 696, it is unlikely that the bill would have much of an
impact on revenue.

Summary, the Mercantile Library is satisfying, we believe, a
very important public function in the St. .Louis metropolitan com-
munity. Classifyig the library as a public charity would be very
helpful to the library in permitting it to raise funds from others
and in eliminating fees and expenses that would allow us- to pur-
chase books and supply other services to the St, Louis community.
And, since the likelihood of abuse, we- believe, is remote because
the classification of libraries has been so narrowly drafted, and
since it's unlikely that providing coverage for a worthwhile public
library would cause Congress to broaden the statute to include
other, undeserving charitable organizations, and since the loss of
revenue has minimal impact, we would respectfully urge this com-
mittee to act favorably on Senate bill 696.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Michaei N. Newmark follows:]
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LEWIS, RICE. TUCKER. ALLEN AND CHUB
AITONEYSl AT LAW,

SUITE 1400 AAII.WAV 6X014ArNO t8UILOI-41
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MICHAEL N. NgWMARK

December.. 9, 1981

Mr. Robert X. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee On Pinance
Dirken Senate'Ofiice Building-Room .2227'-.
Washington, D.C. 20510

ROI- 0.696, a Bill that-will provide that certain organ Iaa-tions whose activities are devoted to.the operation of,
a Library that serves the public will be 'treated as a
tax-exeapt .public charity

Subcoaittee-on'Tagation and Debt Managonent Hearing -- : - -. " : D e .e a b e r i i , 1 9 8 1 .... .

Dear Mr., ighthi-er:

I amlegal counsel to the St. Lo,is Mercantile LibraryAssoolation ("Libgary*) which operates libraryy open to thepublic in St. -Louis, Kissouri.' We thank you for the opportunity
to enter into the reOord out-Views on Senate Bill 696, which
provides that certain organitationswhoe activities are devotedto the operation of a lib ary that serves the public, be treated
as a- taxeept public charity.

S-sumary of'State.ent.
1. Senate Bill 696 will permi.crainpernanent libraries

that are open to the public, including the St. Louis MercantileLibrary Association, to be treated, li.other educational insti-
tutions, as. a public charity for federal income tax purposes
without regard to the source of their fIUbs. The Sill is limited,
to those libraries which are operated as a permanent and prin-'cipal part of the tax-exempt activities of the organisation andwere organized by a public act of the United States, or any
state, or the District of-Colubmia, or of any possession of theUnited States, or were in existenOe Srior to 1789. In addition,
the proposed-legislation would exten to libraries which are open
and available to the public at no charge and are operated as the
sole activity of the organization.



.2'.: The4 purposeof.thb ligislationi. to -proviIe libraries
-that are clearly grganised to serve the public with public

- " 3. 86"e libratiesL because of substantial investment income
from theit- *~ndow*nts, run the annualrisk that they will 'fail to
meet the Iftern4 Revenue service guidelines to ealify s a
W rpublidlV 1ippotte4d organization and' that therefore they viUi be
oa-isified as -W private' fobndation6

4. These libraries incur significant expenditures for legal
and accounting fees on an annual basis, i:Amounts that woulVd
otherwise go to the exempt purpose 'are therefore expended to
determine and insure that the organization will meet the-Internal

S, 'A -Alibrary that is classified as a private foundation has
a more difficult task than an organization classified as a pubiio
charity in soliciting funds from potential contributors. . here
is no public purpose served by discriminatin against libratlesin this manherp tO'the oofitraryj libraries that serve the public"
deserve the same treatment as other public charities.

6. he' purpose of the two percent excis tax on private
foundation'asd well as other aspects of the 1969 private faun*
dation legislat'ign, as' set out in the legislative'h-lstoiV to the
Tax-Refor&-ActoOf 1969, is not to raise revenue foi the govern-
ment., The purpose of the excise tax is rather to cover the
Internal Revenue Service expense in monitoring private founda-
tions, prbicipallyto insure ad guarantee that~such organiza-
tions are prbperl and promptly using their funds for charitable
purposes. The purpose behind the 1969 legislation is nbt appli-
cable to the class of libraries which are the subject of Senate

_ Bill fl--

-7 ."mene Bill' 696 will have. a minimal impact on government
reVenue.. The Independent Libraries Assooiation has advised us
that to;their -knowlege the proposed legislation' would'direotly
affect only tw" libraries., How'eveir Senate Bill 696 Will have an
indirect affect on many libraries, because the' passage of-such
legislation would also relieve those libraries of the necessity',
of continuing to insure thatthey satisfy the Ppublioly sup-
ported" tests. - a e t t '

S. The likelihood of abuse from the proposed legislation is
remote since only those libraries that satisfy the narrow
requirements set forth in the Bill will qualify as a public
charity.. 21.e ore& only those libraries that clearly benefit
jthe pqRIo wilqualify under Senate Sill 696.

;he pb~iOv~lI' _.
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I. History of the St. Louis Mercantile Library Assoclation.

S The St.' Louis 1Mercantile Library Association was established
ih 1846 to form a well-rounded collection of books for the intrfo
mati o, and convenience of St. Louisans. The formation of, the_
Library was authorized and approved by a Public Act of the
General Assembly of the State of Mfissouri. The Library,1s cur-
rently maintained in.its own building indwintow'n St. Louis.

Over the past 135 years, the Library hasassembled a notable
collection of books9 now over 215,000 volume, comprising a
general collection i. the liberal arts area with emphasis on
history, biography, travel, philosophy, religion and the arts.The Library maintains one of the country's mest distinguished and
comprehensive collections of regional history pertaining to St.,
Louis and western Americana.' These collections are frequently
consulted and referred to by many students and historians inth-e- fi6ldeo

The .Library. hae also been the recipient of many valuablegifts during its existence. thesee gifts include the fiagmentary
journal of Pierre Laclede's stepson Auguste Chouteau, describing
the founding of-St. Louis, the original manuscript "Journal of
the Proceedings of the First Legislative Council of the Territory
ofLoutsianai ftom June 3, 1806 to October 9, 1811," and thefour-volume elephant Folio of Audubon's "Birds of Aaerica.0- In
addition, the Library was-the recipient of a comprehensive col-'t
election of George Caleb Bingham drawings.

During its existence, the Library was able to develop a
substantial endowment fund. This endowment fund was substan-
tially. increased by the sale in the aid-1970s of the Bingham
collection.

The Library is ope to the public and currently maintains abroad-based membership 6f over 2,000 members. While membership Is
necessary to qheck out materiaIs (membership dues are currently a-nominal #25.00 per year), anyone can use the books and colleo-
tions on-the premises of. the Library. In addition, the Library
staff will also oonduot research pursqtnt to telephone requests,
from both members and non-sembers. The Library is, also made
available to students from Washington Univergity to observe the
Library's unique cataloging system, reference department and rare
bok room.

.. -, * . . ,. . . - . .
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i. Culreht Tax Status of the Library. -

the Library is currently classified as A 'privateoperatln
foundation"16r'Federal, tax purposes... It is classified as a
private foundation because with its substantial endowment fund.
the pro r.tion of-the receipts and gifts from the general public
compare with the total sources of support do not satisfy the
'publicly supported" tests to qualify as a public charity under-,
the existing Internal Revenue Codie and regulationS. ' Because the
Library is lassified as a private foundation, it must pay a two
percent excise tax on its net investment income. The Library
must also incur annual legal and accounting expenses to make sure-that it falls within the'private operating foundation guide-
lines. In addition,- the Library's private:foundation status has
an adverse impact on its fund raising activities, particularly
with respect to obtaining grants from other private foundations.

III. PrOPosed Legislation.

Senate Bill 696 would provide-that any tax-exempt organiza-
tion that operates a bona fide library as a permanent and prin-
cipal part of its tax-exempt activities, would be treated, .for
tax purposes' as a public charity in the same manner as other
educationall organizations such as schools and Universities. The
legislation would be limited to only those libraries which-are
operated as a permanent- and principal part of- the tax-exempt
activities of the organizatiom.and were organized by a publiQ ast
of the United Stdtes,- of any state, of, the- District of Columbia#
or of any possession of the United States, or were in existence
priorvto 1769. In-addition, the-proposed legislation would
extend to1ibraries which are open and available to the public at
no charge ahd are operated as the sole activity of the organiza-
tion. The-purpose of the legislation is to insure that only suchlibraries that-are clearly organized toserve the public will
benefit from this legislation. . -

IV. Reasonjfor Legislation.

(a) Elimination of' excise tax agd annual accounting and
lgeal f ees. ' -

Because of the investment incomefrom their-endowments, some
tax-exempt organizations operating a library run the annual risk
that they will fail to meet the Internal 'Revenue Service guide-,
lines to qualify as a "publicly supported' organization and' that,
therefore, they willbe classified as a private foundation.
Under existing law, unless a library meets the .publicly sup-'
ported' financial-test, it will not qualify as a public charity

• " 'I



even though such library clearly serovsa-public purpose. Such
libraries spend significant amounts in legal and accounting feeson an' ahnual baSis- fnds that would-otherwise go to the exempt
purpose (for examples: to purchase books and othet- library
materials) to determihe-and -Insure that they will meet the
Internal Revenue Service guidelines. A library: thAt does not
meet these tests is usually'classified as a private operating
foundation'and isreq.ired tO pay a two percent excise tax. The
purpose of the-excise tax, as set out in the legislative history.

.- to the Tax Reform Act of 1969,-l not to raise revenue for the
government, but-to covet the Internal. Revenue Service expense in
monitoring private foundations, principally to insure that such

-organizations are properly-and promptly using their -funds for
charitable purposes., The purpose behind this excise tax is not
applicable to the class of libraries described above.

(b) Fund raising problem.

A library that is classified as a private foundation has a
more difficult, task than an organization classified as A public
charity in soliciting funds from.potential contributorpo For
example, a private'foundation that is not an operating foundation
may make contributions to public charities and private operating
foundations, but generally may notmake -uslifying contributions
to other private foundations that are not operating founda-.
tions. Because-of thW uncertainty as to whether a private
Soperatingj foundatio-oontinues to qualify as. an operating founda-
tion (thoreiako complex.tests -that- must be. satisfied annually), .

.many individual .contributors and other private foundations that •
are not operating foundations .are hesitant to contribute funds to
such -an' organization even" though it clearly serves a public pur-
S pose. In additiOn,a private foundation making contributions to
a private operating foundation. is required to maintain -certain
reports and4exerc ise epsnditqr*r responsibility*, with respect to
such grants, while there is no reporting responsibility with

-respect to grants _to public charities. As a result, funds that
.otherwise night be contributed to a library described'above, are
diverted to 6ther charitable-organizations. " The S1:. Louis
" erconti library Association- is aware of at least one-privateS foundation that previously made a $10,000.00 per year giant to
the Library, but has since ceased to make such grants solely.-

-because of zthw;Library's private -foundation status.

While most libraries-within the olass of libraries described
above are able to-satisfy the Opublicly supported tests andr

-qualify as public charities, there are a few libraries within
that class,: such as the St. Louis Mercantile library Association,
'that because of their endowment--funds are unable to satisfy these

• . .

?
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tests, and therefore are clasified as private opersating founds-

The anticipated annual lose in Fedral revenue 0 this- bill
is enacted-would be less than 50,000 per year, as thb proposed
legislation would directly affect possibly0only one-other

: library, in addition to the St. -LouiSMercanti . library .ssoo ia-
tion. Thq Independent, Research Librarles Association has advised
that to' their. knowledge ohly thereby; Louis.Mercantlle "Library
Association iand Linda'hlll Libriry,. alsolcated inismouri,

-,would be directly affected-by. -this. propose legislation. The
proposed legislationn would.iodireotly affect many other libraries

q t eu e passage of such legislation pould also relieve these
lib aties 6f, he necessity of ohntinuinftW, insure that they...
-satisfy the 'publicly supported test. For this reason, the
legisflatin has been supported by, mong othet8s, The Independent
Roseardh Libraries AssocIation, whose embers include he New?o Y 'Publio Library, theiehry 3. Huntington Library A ae ican,
Antiquarian Society and The Library Company-of Philadelphia". -

Michael N. Newmark

1.,

1
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Senator DANFORT. Senator Packwood.
Senator PAcKwooD. Speaking for myself, I can say that Senator

Danforth has already well prepared me for this bill. Have no ques.ti0t, !thit" is justiied and meritorious. I hope we can help.
Mr. N VwMmm. Thank you very much.
Senator DA]vOR'. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement which I

would like tO put in the record.
I- would like to just ask -a few questions, if I could.
l" first, the. Deputy Ass nt Secretary testifi.! this morning, Mr.Glickma?, that the administrati. opp this bi11 In stating the

basis of the opposition, the administration talked about the distini.
tion between public charities and private foundations. However in
the footnote on page 4 of Mr Glickman's testimonyi he states as
follows:

There aim certain types of organizations which .may qualify as public charities re-gardless of whether they a publicly supported: basically, churches, schools, hospi-
tals and medicAl research organizations and governmental units.

[The prepared statement of Hon. David G. Glickman follows:]

/

T
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY
BEFORE THE

SENATE FINANCE COMMITTEESUBCOMMITTEE ON
TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

Mr. Chairman and and Members. of the Subcozmitteei

I am pleased to have this opportunity to appear before you
today td present the views of the Treasury Department on three
bills: S. 696, which would exempt certain library organization.
fro ~the private foundation provisions, a. 1983, which would
provide the Federal National Mortgage Association with a 10-year
net operating loss catryback period and 5. 1757, relating to
amateur sports qoganizations.

Summary

-. 696 would provide-that organizations operating certain
librarieswould not oe treated as private foundations without
regard to whether they're publicly supported.

The Treasury Department opposes S. 696.

i



S. 1883 would extend to FnA the special loss carryback rules
that apply to banks, thrift .institutions and certain other
financial institutions. Under an amendment passed by the Souse

-Ways and Means Coxittee, this treatment would not apply to losses
incurred in the sale of mortgages held by FNMA.

The Treasury Department supports 8. 1883 and the concept of
the Ways and Means -mendent.

8. 1757 would clarify the exempt status of certain amateur
sports organizations.

The Treasury department strongly supports legislation to
clarify this area. From a technical standpoint, however, we
believe that the approach taken by a bill similar in concept
introduced_in the House of Representatives (H.R. 4990) would
ac-complish-the objectives in a more direct fashion: Additionally,
certain issues remain under these bills and we would b6 pleased to
assist in fashioning a sQluti'on wh.h would balance the intqr.ests
of all concerned.

8. 696: Exemption of Certain Libraries from
'Pri.vate Foundation Provisions

Under present law, in general, the rules applicable to
tax-exempt religious, charitable, scientific, literary,
educational, etc., organizations described in Code section
501(c)(3) differ depending on whether the organization is
classifLed as a public charity or a private foundation.' Moreovor,
the rules applicable to -private foundations differ depending on
whether or not the foundation is a private operating foundation."
Generally, the rules applicable to private operating foundations
are more favorable than those applicable to pr-ivate foundation
generally but less favorable than those applicable to public'
charities. The principal differences between the rules applicable
tO private operating foundations and those applicable to public
charities are:

(i) that private operating foundations (but not public
charities) -are subject to the provisions of Code sections
4941, 4943, 4944, and 4945, which place detailed restrictions
on self dealing, excess business holdings, investments which
jeopardize charitable purpose, and certain taxable
expenditures; and

:(
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(i) that private operation foundatIons (but not public
_ charities) age suo~ect to-a 2-percent annual excise tax on-net

Investment income to h4P pay f£; tho cost to the internal
'.Rvenue service of auditing privte found tons. .

Private foundations are defined, in general, as organizations,
described ih section SO(cY(3) Other than

(i) a' small number of en4uerated t'peo organizations
such as churches, schools, hospitals and medical research
organizatLons, and gOvernmenta units

(iL)+ publicly supported organization

S(iLL), certain supporting oganizations which provide
- support for Organizations described in Ci). or (ii); and

(iv) organizationawhich test for publ.i4 safety.

public charity is . termsometimes used to describe a section
dSO()(3) organLzatLQn which is not a private foundation.

s. 696 would treat an organization which operates a 'qualified
library" as a public charity (rather than as a private foundation)
without regard to whether it was publicly supported. A Oqualified
library * isde ned ass

(i) a librry which was established as a library by a

law of a state 'of the United States, of a U.S. possession, of
the District of Columbiar or (before 1709) in a geographic
area n6w compriong the United States and, which is-operated by
an organization as a permanent pact of the public services Of
such organization or PC

library which is open to the generazlpublic, doesnot charge an admission fee, and is operated by an
organization none of whose income is spent for purposes other
thin thd construction, maintenance, expansion, operation or
management of subh l:ibratry, its collection and, the premises on
which' such library iS located.

Zn addition, a'library organization which satisfied these
conditions for its first taxable year beginning after the bill's
enactment would appaCently be treated as niver having been a -

private foundation.,

;?n effect, 8. 696, by trehting an organization, operating a
qualified libary as a public charity (without regard to whether it
was publicly support 5), would automatically exempt such an
organization from thb general private foundation restrictions (on

. :+5+++'. ° . .+.

'+,y + +. + +. + +. '. .
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self dealing, excess business holdings, etc.) and -would exempt it
-from the 2-percent excise tax on net investent income. We
understand that BS, 696'i intended to benefit- two libraries -- the
St. Louis Mercantile Library located in St. Louis, Missouri and the
Linda Hall Library, located in Kansas City, Missouri -- &lthoUgh it
may also. apply to Other libraries.

-It is urged that these nonpublicy supported libraries bear an

extra financial burden because -o their lasstfication as private
operating foundations rather than public charities. The burden is
argued to result from (i) the 2-percent excise tax on net
investment income, (ki) legal and accounting expenses incurred to
insure that the organizations continue to qualify as private

_ operating foundations and (iii) some reluctance on the part of some
potential contributors to make contributions to the organizations
because of uncertainty about whether their private operating
foundation status is continuing to be maintained.

The two libraries that-this bill is intended to benefit have
been described as possessing -important collections of materials
made available to a wide range of researchers and schOlars. We
do njt doubt the uniqueness of these libraries' collections or the
importance of the services they provide. Nevertheless, Treasury
rust oppose S. 696, for several reasons.

First, the general reason for the different treatment of
private foundations as opposed to public charities relates to the
role played by public support. For publicly supported
organization, it is thought that the presence of significant
public funds helps to guard against actions by he organization or
its managers in violation of the organization's public trust. In
effect, the need to go to the public for funds insures a certain
degree of public accountability with respect to the organization's
activities and helps to limit domination by small groups of
individuals. HoweVer,, when an Organization is not publicly
supported, this source of public accountability is lacking and
Congress decided it was appropriate to put in specific statutory
prOVisions to deal with such potential abuses as self dealing,
failure to make distributions for charitable purposes, excess
business holdings, investments Jeopardizing charitable purpose, and

- certain taxable expenditures.4/ As part of this statutory

Theta arertain types of organizations which may qualify as
public charities rgardlesa'0f whether they are publicly supported

basically churches, schools, hospitals and medical research-
organizationsv and governmental units. However, the special status
of these organizations i's &'historical development which preceded ....
the inactaent of the major ptivate foundation-provisions as part of
the Tax Reform Act of 1969. Also, these organizations may be
considered different frot other types- of exempt organizations in
that they #re generally broad based organizations serving what are
considered unusually important public interests.



f"emework. Congress decided tat the 0otit- the internal Rivenue
Service of monitoring these rules through audits of private .
toundgtlons should.hbO brne by- the foundations rather than'by the

n.or &Ioalt ipayr, This is the-pupose of the: 2-percent excise tax
on neot investment Anccme ofprivat6io foundations. -

Viewed againstibhis background, it-Is difficult to see vhy
organizations operating qualified libraries should be treated

-diffeteny. from other operating foundations, Since the pullie -
accountability considered to result from public funding is absent,
It would seem appropriatqefor the rules relating to the specific
private foundation abuses-- self dealing, excess business
holdings, etc.'- to apply.V

Second, as a matter of tax policyrf-we are troubled by special
exceptions of narrow application. These types of-proVisions-tend
to cause other taxpayers.t_ seek-similar exceptions. More
important, they can easily result in similarly situated taxpayers
being treated, unequally.., Additionallyl they are a source of
complexity for all taxpayers ..

Finally, with respect to the arguments concerning financial
burden, since internal. Revenue Service resources must be used to
monitor these library organizations' compliance with- the private -
foundation provisions just-like any other private foundation it
would seem appropriate for these organizations to pay the 2 percent
*user foee for private foundations, As, to the various legal and-

_ accounting fees and uncertainty about private, op'eratidg foundation
-. status, these are issues which relate to all operating foundations,

not simply those described in the b.-ll. Were always open to,
suggestions to improve the private foundation procedures,
consistent with & purposes of the private foundation.

_ 5 A103 -- FNMA Tax Loss Carrybacks

8., 1883 would extend to the Federal National mortgage
-"ssociation (VtXA) the special loss garryback ,rules that apply,

Sunder section 172(b)(1)(F) to certain financial 'institutions,
such as commercial banks and savings and loan associations.
• rder etX.siog law, these. institutions have a ten year. carryback

. /in t regard vt-note that the bill woldd apparently have
retroactive effeotp an organization operating a qualified
library would ,be treated afj never having been a private
foundation, including, apparently for past years. It-is
possible that thit. would nullify any past violations of the-
.esoaictionson- self-dealing, excess business holdings, etc.
Eve-p apart froS the merits of the bill generally, we see no,
justificaion-for this ki -Of r etroactive provision.

75 0-62' I



and five year cutryfotward -po g ioE, whbIle PMAand most other
businesses iavea threeyear catcyback and, fif ten- year

carryfocward piod .Under A. i83, , youldbave a ,,ten yqar
cartyback" and ,V .year car forward p.Verod, for- losses, incurred
1 n stable years beginning.ater..98-l'tlue, tbie-bill has only'

An,,axendpqnt to, tho companion bill (S.R. 5013), ado ted by
the aouse1 r Ihasatdc Means Comittee on December 9, would !iait'
this treatment to operating losses. This amendment 15 desgned--
U limt.fhe arryba¢k Of-, losses from the dale or others
P moton o.. p oz o 4ostgages6! Thus, losses incurred in

the sale of- portfolio mortgages would -continue to be governed by
the general rUles applicable"to most businesses.

The dMinitratios supports enactment of B., 1883 and
supports the concept of he. Ways and means amendment.

9 ~oug FNIAwas organited-in 1938 as a federal-
agencyfFIpEovidfdt a secondary market for residential mortgages
through the use of funds borrow exclusively- from the .S.
Treasury. In 1954, FMA because :mixed-ownershipO corporation
with the federal government owning the preferred stock and
ptivat shaceholde8r owning, th common equity,4 In 1968 FNMA was
rechrt:ered as a privately owned and managed. copoft-ion,
subject to limited federal .supervision (both ,Treasur and oUD
have certainL upertisdry powers). The preuidefit-app6ints five
of its- fifAteen directors.

PUM is auniqut, otganization- it is a privately owned

corporation with a Federal chater and public .purpose. -PMA' is
the largest single source of residential mtgage credit in the
united States, holding a sizeable portfolio of ow-yielding,
long ter* fixed-rate mortgages fde wth a largeamount of,

short term-debt, and is the largest private issuer of debt
securtieC in the United States, ,s well as one of the country's
*ost hig 4lj, leveraged corporation. Thus, the economic"
dif ficulti es of most mrtgage lenderss - a-.rsul t of the t isck
iLirent n bgStowinq -short term, and lending long term -- also
afflic lP.UM'.(although, ,nlike- savings and -loans, nM, is not-
required to bocow short term to hold mortgages).

Acordip ng. OeQ-arler flMA.*stimatea, theit oprstifig losses
for 1980 and 1981 are of such magnitude that thece will not be
sufficient comaining *income against which 1982 losses can be
Carried bak under the *threecyear rUle. .,However, recent changes-
ip Ln tees _rates have led-lMA 640predict much. smaller 1982

losses. ,.

,

4" '~
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S.Sections 172(b)(1)(A) and (B) permit net
operaiTin"Isis to be carried back three years and forward
fiften. Certain flvanoia1 Institutions (comercial banks,
mutual savings banks, savings and loans# cooperatLve banks,
banks for cooperatives (chartered by the Governor of the farm
Credit Administration), small business investment companies and,
4usnanss development corporations) are permitted to carry losses
back ten years end forward five years under sections
172(b)(1)'(F) and (4). Other financial. initittLons, such as
insurance companies, are subject to the general rules.

The ten year loss carryback period provi ion was enacted as
section 431 of the Tax Reform Act of 1969. P'riOr to that
legislation, certain financial institutions were permitt*4 to
deduct additions to bad debt reserves on terms more generous
than those applicable to taxpayers generally, to protect against
potential catastrophic losses accordingg to the legislative
history in the 1969 Act). The 1969 Act reduced the permitted
deduction for additions to reserves. At the same time, the ten
f:ar carryback period was provided as man extra margin of safetyo protect against the possibility of unusally largo bad debt
losses.... B. Rep. No.- 1-413, 914t Cong., lt esse., p. 121
(1969). The bad debt losses contemplated by Congress apparently
were those from failure to collect amounts due (in an economy
like the Depression), rather than losses resulting from rising
interest rates. FNIA was not covered by any of these
provisions.

While rINA is not a thrift Institution, it does have
certain similarities to these institutions. Host notably, FNMA,
like a thrift, has incurred a great deal of short term debt to
hold an asset portfolio consisting primarily of home mortgage
instruments. Because of this similarity in debt and asset
structure, the Administration supports S. 103.

At tae sane time, however, we note that there are
significant differences as well between FNHA and thrift
Institutions, especially the fact that while thrift Institutions
generally ace required by law and charter to take deposits and
hold mortgages (i.e., required to borrow short and lend long),
FMllA is not. It is required to provide a secondary market for
home mortgage instruments, but its recent practices of borrowing
short term to hold long-term mortgages is the result of the
Judgment of its management. In light of the fact that ViMl is
not a thrift Institution, we believe that it would not be
appropriate to extend other tax provisions applicable to thrifts
to ViMA, such a the 40 percent bad debt deduction under section
593. We understand that VM will not seek such treatment.
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Revenue Effect. Without an amendment limiting the
cartyback period for portfolio sale closest, enactment of S. 1863
would generate a revenue loss of $0.5 billion since such sales
are within the control of FNMA management..

Enactment of S. 1883 with such an amendment, under FNMA's
earlier expected interest rate scenario, would have generated a
revenue loss of approximately $200 million in FY 1983 from the
carryback of losses from operations. If interest rates fall by
I to 2 percentage points (as is now projected by FNHA), the
proposal will generate a revenue loss of about $35 million.

The maximum potential revenue effect of the proposal would
involve carrying back losses of $1.0 billion (the amount of FNMA
prior year income not already offset by 1980 and 1981 losses)
which would generate approximately $0.5 billion of refunds.
Should interest rates remain high ahd FNMA remain unprofitable,
additional refunds to FNZ4A under this proposal would represent A
permanent loss to the Treasury. If interest rates decline and
FNMA turns profitable, the Treasury would receive taxes from
FNMA in excess of what will be received under present law, since
net operating loss carryforwards will be eliminated or reduced
by the proposal.

S. 1757 -- Amateur Sports Organizations

S. 1757 clarifies the tax exempt status of certain amateur
sports organizations. Subsequent to the introduction of S.
1757, a bill similar in concept but taking a somewhat different
approach, H.R. 4990, was introduced in the House of
Representatives. -

The Treasury Department strongly supports clarifying
legislation in this area. While both 5. 1757 and l.R. 4990
would provide this clarification, from a technical standpoint
the latter would accomplish the objectives in a more direct
manner, although there are still several provisions in .R. 4990
which need further consideration and which we will address. We
would be pleased to assist in fashioning a solution to these
issues which would effectively balance the interests of all
interested parties.-

To put the issues raised by these bills in perspective, I
believe that some background may be useful. Prior to 1976,
organizations which were engaged in the teaching of sports or
promoting sports for youth generally qualified for tax exemption
as educational or charitable organizations under section
501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code and were thereby eligible
recipients of tax deductible contributions. However,
organizations which were engaged in promoting, governing, and
regulating amateur sports but not for youth were generally
exempt under section 501(c)(4) or 501(c)(6) with the result that
contributions were generally not eligible for tax deduction.
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The Tax Reform Act of 1976 sought to-provide clarification
and uniformity in this area. Additionally, the Congress
considered it appropriate to encourage organizations which
contributed to developingathletes for competition in the
Olympic games and other national or international competition.
Accordingly, section 1113 of the Act created, as a separate
category of exempt organization under section 501(4)(3),
or ni; tion .organtaed.fnd operated exclusively to foster
nalona or internal ona amateur sports competition. The
provision wos intended not to adversely affect the qualification
of any organization which would qualify under the standards of
prior law.

In the development of this provision there was substantial
concern that organizations which foster amateur sports could
prove to be vehicles through which individuals paid for private
recreational activities with tax deductible dollars.
Accordingly, the Conference Committee added as a condition to
exemption-the parenthetical phrase *(but only if no part of (the
organization's) activities involve the provision of athletic
facilities or equipment)'. Although the legislative history of
the 1976 Act indicates that the purpose of this limitation was
to prevent qualification for organizations which, like social
clubs, prove ide facilities or equipment to their members, the
statute is absolute, providing that any provision of facilities
bars exemption under the 1976 Act amendments. Thus, the effect
of the clear provisions of the statute is to prevent exemption,
not only-for social clubs, but also for other amateur sports
organizations.

The existence of this facilities-equipment limitation has
created serious administrative problems. Compelled to follow
the unambiguous language of the statute, the Internal Revenue
Service and Treasury have determined that organizations
providing facilities cannot be recognized as exempt, unless the
organization could otherwise qualify under section 501(c)(3).
As a complicating faoitor, -the Congress in 1978 enacted the
Amateur Sports Act, a purpose of which was to coordinate and
reorganize amateur sports in this country. The Act requires
that the national governing bodies for Olympic sports be
incorporated as separate autonomous entities. As a result, a
number of former components of the Amateur Athletic Union (AAU)
have been spun off and have applied for exemption under the
amateur sports provisions. However, as many of these
organizations provide facilities and equipment, they could not
qualify under the 1976 Act amendments. Further, it was not at
all clear that they could qualify under the standards of prior
law. This created the ironic situation where, while the AAU was
an exempt section 501(c)(3) organization when the 1976
amendments were enacted, the national governing bodies might not
qualify for exemption under present law.
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The Service and Treasury have been reludtant to take the
draconian measure of issuing adverse rulings to Qrganizations
providing faqilities And equipment. -At-the same- t ae however
we have been unable to fashion an approach administratively
which would appropciately draw the lines between qtalf fLed and
nonqualified organizations'. Only Congress can provide the
solution to the dilemma. in the meantime, numerous applications
for exemption are pending at the IRS-and Treasury awaiting this
solution.

We therefore .appreciate Senator Stevens' leadership in.,attempting to solve this problem through introduction of S.
1757. However# as I stated earlier, from a technical
standpoint, the House bill, H.R. 4990, selves the foblem in:a
more direct fashion. 8. 1757 makes certain changes to the
exemption section, section 501(d)(3), which defines a qualified
organization. The goat of these provisions, of~course is to
differentiate organizations which truly foster national or
international amateur sports competition from those which are
merely for private recreation. Thi line, however, is a
difficult', if not impossible, one to draw. Further, we do not
believe it necessary to make the attempt in the exemption
provisions. As we see it, the problem is not one of exemption
Pr se but rather the deductibility of the contributions to the
3'ra-Tzation. We do not anticipate that' these organizations
will have substantial income. •However, we are concerned that
individuals will be able to pay for recreational activities with
,tax deductible contributions.

In this connection, I should note that some may argue that
legislative changes are unnecessary in light of the principle
that no charitable contribution deduction is allowed where the
donor receives a benefit by reason of the-contribution. While
this q.d p~o luo doctrine is an important and long-standing
principle of layp its reaches are uncertain and it is not easy
to apply. While. the" q4 quo doctrine Should continue to
apply in this, as wella li-oih-ir, areas, we believe that
certain specific rules, over and above Ouid pro quo, are -

necessary.-

Thus, *.R. 4990 attacks the problem by focusing on the-
deduction rather than the exemption sections and by providing
specific disallowance rules. Under that bill, the parenthetical
to section 501(c)(3) would be eliminated, with the result that
any otherwise eligible organization which fosters national or
international amateur sports o petition will be eligible for
exemption without regard to its provision of athletic facilities
or equipment. --_Bowever, specific provisions would be added to
the income, estate, and gift tax charitable contribution
sections which will preclude deduction for contiLbutions to
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these organizations under certain circumstances. As a general
matter,- the provision disallows! a deduction to the organization
it the contribution is made by a person (or by a member of his
or her family) who uses any athletic facility or equipment
provided by the organization within a period beginning .12 months
before and ending 12 months aftat the day the contribution is
made.

The changes to the section 501(c)(3) rules would be
retroactive to the effective date of the 1976 Act. The changes
to the contribution rules would apply prospectively to
contributions made after December 31, 1983,. Thus, contributions
made to these organizations in prior years would be allowed
without regard to the specific, disallowance rules.

.R., 4990 provides three exceptions to the disallowance
rule. The first, intended as a do minimis rule, provides that
contributions up to $500 per yeairwT1T-5-insulated from the
specific disallowance provision. This exception highlights one
of the problems in this area. We recognize that there will be
cases where a person makes a very small contribution to an
organization and he (oe a member of his family) makes
considerable use of the facilities. In this case, probably no
deduction should be allowed; At the other extreme are cases
where the donor makes a substantial contribution and uses the'
facilities to a relatively insignificantt extent. -In these
cases, at least some portion of the contribution should be
allowed as a deduction. -n between are the vast majority of
cases where there is some contribution and some use offacilities. In these cases, it .is very difficult to determine
the amount, if any# of the contribution'which should be allowed.
Compounding the problem are the admiistrative'difficulties of
measuring* under any of these scenarios, the extent and value of
the use, and the limited audit resources of the internal Revenue
'Service to make this measurement. While the -quid pro qu
doctrine is available to handle some of, the ciier cases when
selected for audit, we believe" that a rule is. necessary to
facilitate administration in other instances.

The approach. taken by the House bill is to provide a strict
disallowance rule, barring all deduction when there is use of
the facilities, and then providing the de minimis exception. Webelieve there is considerable merlt to Eii approach. The
strict disallowance rule will, eliminate the requirement that theService monitor in every case the extent and value of use, and
the de mininis exception carves out those cases where the
amounts are small and therefore not of substantial concern. In
this connection, however, we question whether the $500 exception
is too high. Inasmuch as the purpose of the disallowance rule
in the first instance is to police the financing of private
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recreation with deductible contributions, the exception should
be limited to relatively small amounts (perhaps 1100). Further,
i must emphasize that if ,a dI lini exception is provided
(whatever* the amount), it sBuld hot in .any way affect the s i4
p2ro.qo principle. Thus, even contributions within the dU hiUIu limit would be subject to disallowance if the liW
between the contribution and benefit to the contributor could be
established.

We also recognize# however, that a different approach may
be taken. Thus, it may be argued that, to the extent the
contribution is paying for the use of facilities, it is the
first rather than the last dollar which is providing the
benefit. Accordingly, instead of a de minimis exception (which
takes the form of a ceiling on allowI-le con tibutions), a rule
may be fashioned which provides a floor amount of nonallowable
deductions, amounts in excess of which would be allowed (subject
to p quo). A problem with this approach, however, is
that it would disallow the vast majority of contributions which
are relatively small in amount. Further, where contributions
are large, heavy reliance would be placed on the quid pro qu
doctrine to curb abuse. we are concerned that the
administrative application of this doctrine may prove
ineffective.

A second exception (also Subject to S pro quo) applies
to contributions to the U.S. Olympic Commtsie or to a national
governing, body. We have no objection to this exception since
contributions to these types of organizations were generally
allowed under the law prior to 1976 without regard to the
provision of facilities or equipment to the contributor or the
contributor's family. We agree that a similar rule should now
apply.

The third exception applies to non-reimbursed, out-of-
pocket expenditures made incident to the rendering of services
by a noncompetitor. We are troubled by this provision in that
it may be subject to abuse. For example, a parent wanting to
watch his or her child participate in an out-of-town athletic
competition may arrange to render some nominal service to the
sponsoring organization and thereby claim a deduction for the
travel and lodging expenses incurred. While this abuse
potential is not unique to amateur sports organizations, its
impact becomes more acute given the nature of the organization
involved and the likelihood of family members incurring the
expenses described.

/
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We believe, and we think supporters of the bill would
agree, that charitable contribution deductions should not beallowed under thqse circumstances. Further we believe thatunder current law such deductions would not be allowed. Under
existing-authority, if an out-of-pocket expenditure is madeprimarily for the personal benefit of the cOntributor, it is not
a deductible contribution. Similarly, with respect to expenseswhich have a dual character (in that they benefit both the
charity and the taxpayer), which are incurred incident to therendering of services, the presence of a substantial direct
personal benefit to the taxpayer or someone other than thecharity is fatal to the claim for a charitable contribution. In
this area also the legislative history should coniira that the
exception is subject to this rule of existing law.

In this connection, I must add that we do not want to limit
the deductibility of expenses incurred by the bona fide
volunteers of amateur sports organizations. We understand thatmany organizations depend upon these volunteers as their l1fe
blood and we do not want to interfere with that relationship.
Our concern is rather with the abusive cases where the service
rendered is disproportionate in relation to the expenses
claimed.

We strongly support an effort to reach a legislative
solution to the pro lems raised in this area. Accordingly, we Kwould be pleased to assist in fashioning a measure that is
satisfactory for all concerned.

"I
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Senator DANOiR.: Now, it would be my position and I take itthat it i your portion, that libraries such as the Linda HalI Li-
braq- and the Mercantile Library are more like schools and medi-cal research organizations than they are like the typical private
foundation. Many private f~undations are, in essence, let's face it,
an extension of their founder) a kind of an organized and continu-
ing pocketbook, and controlled by a.very limited number of people
who have broad discretion in utilizing funds and perhaps perpet-
uating some purpose of the original grantor. .

By contrast, it is my undersanding that with the Lida Hall Li-
brary and the St. Louis Mercantile Library the function of the li-brary i the sole purpose of the organization, that the library is a
major resource in the community and, indeed well beyond the
community; especially the Linda Hall Library, Which is a major sci-
entific, library and certainly made available*right across the street
from the University of Miss0uri-Kansas City. For this reason, far
from being an extension of the grantor or a kind of a private dis-cretionary fund existing in perpetuity, these libraries have well es-
tablished educational functions; they have been going on for some
time- they will be goinq on for some time. They are open to the
public, and, therefore, it would seem to me, meet the exception
noted in he footnote of Mr. Gltckman'S testimony.

Would you agree with that statement?
Mr. GILUS. I would certainly agree with it thoroughly, inas-

much as by the terms of Mr. Hall's will our funds can be used for
nothing except the maintenance of a public library which is freely
accessible to the public. So, by our own founding documents, we
have no choice.

Mr. NwmAP.m. I wish I could have said it as well. The John Doe
kind of private foundation which, say, gives money to the poor is
the kind of a foundation that could be subject to some abuse. But
when you have a library that is either founded by an act of the
State legislature or one that has to be open to the public for free
and is providing a very important library service, it just doesn't
seem to fall into that category... Senator DANFORTH. I might say that it is my belief that these are
the only two libraries of their kind that would be covered by this
exception. There might be others, but they both happen to be in
the State of Missouri. Both of them are exceedingly well-known in-
stitutions, well-known and well-recognized in the community. They
are hardly some backroom operation. Everybody knows about the
Linda HIl Library and everybody knows about the St. Louis Mer-
cantile Library. As a matter of fact, when we had the reception for
the three new Federal judges i Kansas City, it was h ld in the
Linda Hall Library because it was an exceptionally cokumodious
place to have such an affair. So they are highly public, highly visi-
ble, very well-respected institutions, and I t think, clearly, far more
like educational institutions that are covered in the exceptions rec-
ognized in Mr. Glickman's testimony than they are like some
wealthy benefactor's continuing trust.

Mr. Gmp . Perhaps, Senator, if I may, I should point out that
although the reception was held in our premises we provided only
the space. The law firms paid for it.

Senator DANFRTH. Good. Nail those law firms. [Laughter.]
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Thank you very much.
Mr, Gujiu. Thank yo%; very much.,
Mr. NSWMu . Thank you very much.
Senator PACKWOOD. Gentlemen, thank you. We appreciate your

tao the time.
You are adjourned,
(Whereupon, at 11:10 a.m., the hearing we adjourned.]
(By direction of the chairman the following communications were

made a part of the hearing record:]

j
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Min k ese Se04 New re"k, N.Y. M00

Assoiabon
212/477-9250

December 11, 1981
S. 696 - Senator Danforth
"Treatment as Public
Charities of Certain
Organizations Which
Operate -as Libraries"

Testimony Prepared by

the Special Libraries Association'

for Senate Bill 696

J

The Special Libraries Association is an organization of more th*n

12",000 librarians-and information managers. Special libraries serve

industry, business, research, educational and technical agencies,

government, special departments of public and university libraries,

newspapers, museums and other organizations both in the for-profit

and not-for-profit sectors, requiring specialized information. The

Association and its members are concerned with the advancement and

improvement of comunication and the dissemination and ultimate use.

of information and knowledge for the general welfare of all users.

je Ono! a. Send.r ,1xcu*W*Dk*~to

Rid -r L Griffin Asshtuw kEaOG41" Dlrete

jr .
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- The special library community has long recognized the merits

and needs for sharing informational resources. Special librarians.

have recognized their dependence on other collections for in-depth

subject background and for materials peripheral to their major

interests. Senator Danforth's bill (8.696) is aimed at assisting

library and information users across this nation by ensuring that

the resources of several tax-exempt organizations which operate

libraries as permanent and principal parts of their t&x-exempt

activities are available for public use. This- advances the

Association's concern for access to information through coop-

erative arrangements.

Both the Linda Hall Library (Kansas City, Missouri) and the

St. Louis Mercantile Library (St. Louis, Missouri) have opened.

their doors to persons throughout the United States. Their

unique collections have contributed to the-study and research

efforts of scholars, researchers, scientists, historians, and

other individuals who have interests in their extensive holdings.

In order to maintain their preeminence as research libraries,

both institutions have continued to be responsive to their vast

publics through the provision of appropriate materials for study

and research. If the libraries were insensitive to user needs,

the quality of their services would decline, they would lose

their patronage, and their reputations would suffer. This is

clearly not the case with either library. Both have established

nationally known and respected collections, and they maintain

0I
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their prestige by being responsive - hence, accountable - to their

users.

Senator Danforth has enumerated the merits of his ll as

reported in the Con ressional Record of March 12, 1981 (S-2133-36)

and March 25, 1981 (E-1344-45). We do not support the opposition

of the Department of the Treasury to S.696 because it appears

that the 2. excise tax on net investment income collected by

the I.R.S. serves little purpose with respect to the requirement

that the libraries be accountable to the public. The funds

collected through this means restrict the growth of the li-

braries' holdings by diverting revenues from their intended

purpose, collection development, to the payment of government

services.

'The Association strongly urges the passage of S.696 as pre-

sented to this subcommittee. It is,-therefore, the hope of the

eers of the Special Libraries Association that you, Senator

Packwood, and your esteemed colleagues will support Senator

Danforth's bill.
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TESTIMONY OF

THE MARINERS MUSEUM
THE STRONG MUSEUM

PHILADELPHIA MARITIME MUSEUM
MERRIMACK VALLEY TEXTILE MUSEUM
AKSRICAN ASSOCIATION OF MUSEUMS

submitted to the

SENATE FINANCE SUBCOMMITTEE ON

TAXATION AND DEBT MANAGEMENT

at the

December 11, 1981

HEARING ON

S. 696

To provide that certain organizations, whose
activities are devoted to the operation of a
library that serves the public, be treated as a
tax-exempt public charity.
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Mr. Chairman, we are pleased to have thi opportunity t0 submit

out statement for the record. We are particularly interested in

8.696 because we are affiliated with museums which, like the

libraries, seek to expand 'the definition of a tax-exempt public

charity.

Under present law, a museum which does not satisfy one of the

tests for public charity status under section 170 of the Internal

Revenue Code is presumed to be a private foundation. Section 170

classifies certain institutions as public charities based upon

their function as a religious organization, educational institution

or hospital. Bach other type of charitable organization is deemed

to be a public-charity only if a substantial part of its financial

support is from-upublic" sources.

Bach charitable organization which fails to satisfy either the

functional test or. the public support test is classified as a

private foundation and is subject to a set of requirements not

imposed on public charities. These requirements include

limitations on gifts, additional recordkeeping for donors as well

as recipientse a two percent excise tax and a variety of practical

limits on the operation of the institution.

We are directors of small museums with specialized collections

that rely for their financial support on a limited universe of

donors. This limited base of support is causing an increasing

number of museums to fail to meet the public support test and to be

classified as private foundations rather than as public charities.

For example, a museum that has had the good fortune to be the

beneficiary of a successful endowment may be classified as a
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private foundation because it is the beneficiary of a trust with

substantial income which reduces the relative support of other

donors.

To avoid private foundation status, museums will be forced to

seek public support thereby reducing the amount of charitable

donations available to other worthy--and less financially secure--

institutions. Thus, maldistribution of donations is encouraged at

a time when the available amount of contributions is shrinking.

Mr. Chairman, we antiolpate that legislation will be

introduced in the Senate and House before the end of this session

which will provide that museums which satisfy strict standards

designed to assure public involvement and accountability--like the

standards applicable to churches, schools and hospitals--be

excluded from the private foundation rules. These standards

include the following:

(1) The museum must be a permanent Institution which is

exempt from tax under ZRC Section 501(c)(3)1

(2) At least twenty-five percent of the governing body of the

museum must consist of community leaders and/or local public

official.

(3) The museum must employ a profestiihal'- staff and own,

possess and care for tangible objects; and

(4) The museum must conduct regular exhbts which are open

to the public.

Public charity status should not depend solely on sources of

-financial support. Equally important is the degree of public

access to the tax exempt organization, the nature of the function
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performed by the organization, and the extent of public,

participation in the operation of the organization. Congress's

intent in enacting the private foundation legislation in 1969 was

to apply, the new rules to personal charitable funds and to exempt

cultural institutions serving the public at Large. Many museums as

well as libraries meet the criteria for public. operations and

service listed above and should, in keeping with the spirit of the

private foundation legislation, be classified as public charities.

The Mariners Museum
Newport News, Virginia 23606
William D. Wilkinson, Director

The Strong Museum
700 Allen Creek Road
Rochester, New York- 14619
H.J. Swinney, Director

Philadelphia Maritime Museum
321 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106
J, Welles Henderson, President

Merrimack Valley Textile Museum
800 Massachusetts Avenue
North Andover, Massachusetts 01845
Thomas W. Leavitt, Director

American Association of Museums
1055 Thomas Jefferson Street
Room 428
Washington, D.C. 20007
Lawrence Reger, Director



Statement foi Hearing on December 11, 1981,

on 9.696,. whidh provides that certain.

organizations whose activities are devoted to.

the operation of a library that servesthe public

be treated as a' tax-exegopt public charity.

My name is Charles O'Halloran. I am State Librarian at the

Missouri State Library. The Missouri State Library is respon-

sible for and concerned with libraries of all kinds in the

State of Missouri and in my capacity as State Librarian I have

been very much aware of the Linda Hall Library.. for many years.

I have been State Librarian for seventeen years and prior to:

--that I worked for five'years as a librarian in Kansas City,

Missouri.

Most of the great research libraries in the United States are

the products of concern, attention, and expenditures extending

over very many years. Most of these libraries were first

established in the nineteenth century or even earlier and rep-

resent efforts and expenditures over a century or more.

By Contrast, the Linda Hall Library was established after the

SecondWorld War and has developed its collection of materials

and its service program over a-relatively short period of time.-,

The faot that after only thirty-five years of existence the

Linda Hall Library has become a nationally, indeed interna-

tiOnally, important research library is, it seems to me, an

indication of the care and devotion with which the board and
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the administration-of that library have carried out their

mission of developing a research library. Had the board and

the administration not been acutely and constantly aware of

the needs of the public to be served by the library, this

library would not, I think, have achieved such remarkable and

rapid development.

In library circles it is frequently suggested that approximately

two-thirds of a library's funds should be expended for employees'

salaries, about twenty percent of its funds for books and library

materials, and the balance for other operating costs. I was_

told by the founding director of Linda Hall Library that when

he was charged with the creation of a major research library in

the late 1940's, he concluded that this would be impossible if

he adhered to this traditional pattern of library expenditures.

He therefore, deliberately, he said, sought to reverse this

formula and to expen-d as much as two-thirds of the library's

funds for the purchase of books, etc., with very small portions

expended for salaries and other operating costs. He indicated

to me that the Linda Hall Library could legitimately use addi-

tional employees and that the library could expend more of its

money for general operating costs. His determination and that

of his board to build a substantial research library led to

this "heresy," but also produced the library which LJnda Hall

is today. Once again, I believe that this is an indication

of the determination of the library administration and of the

board to create a research library responsive to the needs of



scientists and othex researchers.

We in the State of Missouri are of course proud that one of

the world's great research libraries is located in our state.

I have seen statistics and have heard reports from the director

of Linda. Hall Library which indicate that usage of the library

is much greater in states other than Missouri and that Linda

Hall Library could, if geography were the only consideration,

legitimately be located on either the East or the West Coast.

I am sure that Linda Hall Library is and always has been con-

cerned with the research needs-of people living in the Midwest,

but in its efforts to develop its library service program, it

has been sensitive to the research needs of individuals living

anywhere in the United States and indeed in the entire world.

Once again, I hink that Linda Hall has been acutely sensitive

to its users' needs-in the development of its program.

Finally, I should say, as one who is responsible for encouraging

library cooperation and as one who has administered a federal

grant program for libraries, that although the Linda Hall Library

has been most cooperative and most interested in assisting-other

libraries, the Linda Hall Library has never sought to-receive

funds from the Missouri State*Library. This lack of interest

in outside funding may partly be caused by a concern that out-

side funding could result in outside control. I think, however,

that the Linda Hall Library has avoided seeking this kind of

funding because of its determination that it would continue

single-mindedly to develop its collection of material in order
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that it might be one of the premier libraries of the worlds

that it would not be diverted from this goal by any other con-

sideration, even by money.

As a citizen and as a librarian who has known the Linda Hall

Library for over thirty years, I regret very much that any of

the funds available to the--Linda Hall Library must be diverted

for the payment of any kind of taxation. Faced as are all

libraries with inflation and attempting as all libraries are

to cope with the explosion of knowledge and printed information,

and faced in-a unique way with the responsibilityy for supplying

highly sophisticated, complex and specialized material in a

large number of languages, the Linda Hall Library is engaged

in a monumental task requiring dedication and determination,

and i believe that it is bad public policy for federal law and

regulation to divert any of the funds available to Linda Hall

to any other purpose.

Senate Bill 696 introduced by Senator John Danforth would pro-

vide relief to the Linda Hall Library and would in some small

way permit that library to continue to develop as one of the

nation's most important assets.

The nation is embarking, I'believe, upon an era characterized

by volunteerism and free choice rather than compulsion and

regulation. Linda Hall Library has a history demonstrating

how effective voluntary action can be in producing excellence.

Linda Hall Library should not be inhibited in its further

.development by federal law which, a pkiori, suggests any la6k

of accountability for the use of its funds.
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AMERICAN SAVINGS AND LOAN LKaUE INC.
SUIT* 10tM 1455 a STuEET. m W. • WASHINSTON D. 0. 1000-

I I DEC 0 EIt (goo) 00-42

December 9, 1981

The Honorable Bob Packwood
Chairman
Subcomittee on Taxation arid -
Debt Management

U. S. Senate
145 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Mr. Chairman:

The American Savings and Loan League, a national trade association
composed of 75 savings and loan associations In 25 states and the District
of Columbia that are owned or controlled by Blacks, Hispanics, Asian-Americans
and members of other mlnority:groups, strongly supports' and urges prompt
action on S. 1883, a bill to amend the 1954 Internal RevenueCode'to conform
the net operating loss carrybck and carryforward treatment f the Federal -
National Mortgage'Assoclatilon (FNMA) to that df other financial Institutions.
Our members view this legislation as most Important for the housing Industry
and for the' financial Institutions which serve It.

It Is no secret that the financilI Institutions which lend-money
to those purchasing homes have. been hurt. Even at current high mortgage
Interest rates, the mortgages they hold provide a return far below the
sums needed to refund their debt.*

FNMA continues to serve as an Important link between the housing and
finance industries. Throughout the past three years of rising interest
rates and declined In the Lhousing market, FNMA has continued to provide -
ifquidlty tothehome " rtgage market by buying mortgages from primary
lending instltutlont so that 'these institutions can restructure. their
portfolios and continue to lend money to fomebuyers.-

So that FNKA can continue to operate effectively and efficiently, It
must be permitted to average Its losses and gainsfor tax purposes, In the
same manner as banks, savings and loan associations, andothr financial
Institutions, rather than as a manufacturing or retailing company, as Is
presently the case.

Economic conditions affect ,FNMA profits and losses and other financial
Instliuti6hs in the same way. it is tharefore not only equitable, but'
important to the stability of the home financing Industry to allow FNMA to
cope wIth lengthening periods of high Interest rates andlinflatlon In the
same way is other financial Institutions.

The recovery of the housing Industry in 1982 can be helped by the
early enactment of this leglislatlon.

Sincerely,

Theresa L. Watson
ExeuutIve Vice President
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Office of the President
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI 321 Un~v~uty Hal

January 6, 1982 Clumb. N"Oun 6611
Tolphone (314) -2011

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Rm. 2227, Dirkeen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

Thi retains to the Finance bubcomuittee on Taxationanji.. .j~ ......-- ~i on Two Miscellaneous Tax Bills

on iday, December 11, 19

TheLnda Hall Lkbrary of Science and Technology of
Kansas City, Missouri, has been of extraordinary benefit to
the academic well-being of the University of Missouri. The
benefit that the University of Missouri derives from this
great scientific research library ii? not unique to our Uni-
versty. We are but one of many universities and other re-
search institutions that turn to the collections of Linda
Hall Library for titles not held in our libraries.

However, my statements will be confined to my experience
as president of a public university with four campuses, over
53,000 students, and a teaching, research, and extension staff
of over 5,000. We offer doctoral work in a wide spectrum of
scientific and technological disciplines and we are proud of
the contributions to scientific research made by our faculty
and staff. Nevertheless, the University of Missouri libraries
are unable to subscribe to as many scientific journals as
Linda Hall Library does.-

Our libraries turn to Linda Hall Library daily to borrow
books not held in our libraries and to secure copies of articles
from journals to which we cannot subscribe. This means that
Linda Hall Library is always there as a back-up to what our
own libraries do in serving the needs of our students and hac-
ulty.

Linda Hall Library is known internationally for its ex-
tensive subscriptions to scientific journals in such languages
as Russian, Japanese, and Chinese. Significant research is
being reported in these languages so that access to the journals
is indispensable. The great contribution of Linda Hall Library
in this respect is not just its expenditures to these sub-
scriptions, but the expertise of its staff which has identified

COLUMBIA KANSAS CITY ROLLA S.LOUIS
an "Mua oppofutf VW*Odmio
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these journals and has made the often complex arrangements
necessary to receive these publications on a regular basis.

Linda Hall Library in its history of some 35 years has
had but two directors both of whom I have had the pleasure
of knowing, I also know some of the members of its board.
I knov firsthand the careful planning of Linda Hall services
and the management of its resources so as to insure that its
great collections can be maintained and kept u--to-date in
spite of the fiscal pressures brought about by the staggering
increases in the prices of soientific-materials. The history
of that library is the history of a steadfast dedication to
the purposes of the Hall bequest that a library be established
to serve the public. The particular public Linda Hall serves
is the public of scienti research. f

Si cerelyp

J aes C. Olson

P esident

JCOumjs

co Senator John C. Danforth
Chancellor George A. Russell
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Independent Research Libraries Association,
AMUICAN A"NQUAUuAN SOCt • AMV CAN4 MUOPOIMCAL SOCUT11 - JOHN Cu3An UDRARL?
PO1M 8HAU U uUNAZT a LODA MHAL lUKAT - MIKTO D CA SOc Op pWSTANIA

WNHrMIdO:k LIBART ' LID.,R CoMPANY O, PMLADRIPA . M A=A ZTrS ISORUCAL SocnM
PIUMoNT MORGAN LURT NWMRRIT URRALT •1W VORK AOADMWT 0 MOPIMCMN

NIW-YOU HISTORICAL Ot *K? * INW TOE UWIUC nRAIy • VMOIXIA HIMTODICAL SOCUT3

December 22, 1981

Mr. Robert E. Lighthizer p Al
Chief Counsel
Committee on Finance
Dirksen Senate Office Building, Room 2227
Washington, D. C. 20510

Re: S. 696. a Bill that will provide that certain organizations
whose activities are devoted to the operation of a Library
that serves the public will be treated as a tax exempt
public charity.

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

I am chairman of the Independent Research Libraries Association (IRLA), a
group of fifteen of the largest independent research institutions in the country.
Although most of the IRLA member libraries are exempt from taxes under pres-
ent legislation, we are collectively and independently in unanirious support of
Senate Bill 696 which would give public charity status to all libraries that are
clearly organized to serve the public. Senate Bill 696 will provide equal treat-
ment under the tax law for libraries offering similmr'services to the public. It
will also eliminate the annual risk faced by some libraries that they will fail to
qualify as & "publicly supported" institution because they have successful and
substantial endowment income. Such libraries (and there are several in this
category in the IRLA membership) are threatened because they do not need as
much public support and therefore risk being categorized as foundations. We
feel strongly that libraries are among the basic resources of this country and
that they should all be allowed to serve the public under a public charity status.

I appreciate the opportunity to place this statement before your Committee and
to urge the passage of Senate Bill 696 on behalf of the millions of library users
who will ultimately benefit from its passage.

Sincerely,

James Thorpe

Jadm 7b~, C mI( -
1Ue Huntdnston Librazy, us~s Oxford Road, San Madn, C*liforniaS~ Ij ,3k4j
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HUNTINGTON FREE LIBRARY AND READING ROOM.
-- ow~semsmw quv

MUMMUMOF THE AWMEA MMIA

8TATWBNT OHS. 696 BY
EDWARD A. 14ORGANP PRESIDENT

HUNTINGTON FREE LIBRARY AND READING ROOM
TO THE

SUBCOOITTBE ON TAXATION AN DEBT MANAGEMENT,
CONHIT/TE OH FINANCE
UNITED STATES SENATE

December 24, 1981
(Hearing Date December 11, 1981)

I am Edward A. Norgan# President of the Huntington Free

Library and Reading Room, Bronx, New York. Our Library was

founded pursuant to a private trust deed in 1892 as a *free

public library" and has so served, from the 1890s to the

present. Since 1930, the Library has also been the holder of

one of the great collections in the United States of library

materials pertaining to the Native American peoples of North

and South America. I am pleased to have this opportunity to

state oucLibrary's strong support for 84 696. S. 696, I

believes would correct an Unintentional oversight in the Tax

Reforo Act of-1969 by properly classifying as a public charity

any public library meeting the specific standards set out in

.the bill.

OAO OF TUS Edward A. MoIa.. hft Thomas P. Haw,. Vke FAkbWTflWMr , Fvdtck I. OdsWd. A. "yW M". Cut Muse.
u (ad SeaSWvA Masy L Dai.
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8. 696 would include as public charities (and thus exclud_-.._

from the category of private foundations) any organizations

operating either (1) libraries established pursuant to certain-

federal or state statutes, or (2) libraries open to the public

free of charge. With respect to the latter which is the more

pertinent for the purposes of my remarks, S. 696 would define

as a "qualified library" only an organization which (1) is open.

and available to the general public (2) does not charge fee

for admission or use of its collection on the premises, and (3)

Is operated by an organization, none of whose income is expend-

ed for purposes other than the construction, maintenance

expansion, operation, or management of the library, its

collection, and the premises on which it is located. We

believe that these three tests -- all of which must be met in

order to be a *qualified library* under the pertinent defi-

nition -- provide substantial safeguards of the public

interest, and justify the classification of such libraries as

public charities under the Internal Revenue Code.

Under present law, absent 8. 696, such libraries are

classified as private foundations, quite commonly (as in the

.case of the-Huntington Free Library and Reading Room) private

operating foundations. The "private" classification, among

other things, subjects these institutions to a 2-percent excise

tax on net investment income and regulates, generally within

the confines of annual accounting periods, the type and level
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of expenditures.--Given the obvious public service rendered by

libraries acting under the pertinent definition of 8. 696v both

of these burdens should be lifted so that these public librar-

les, like other educational institutions already listed in the

public charity category, may operate as efficiently as possible

in these difficult, inflationary times. Both the excise tax

and the expenditure requirement keyed to yearly periods have

the effect of diverting elsewhere limited funds which could

best be spent in maintaining library buildings and in preserv-

ing (and building) library collections used by the public.

In wholeheartedly supporting 8. 696, we would also like to

take this opportunity to make a few suggestions as to specific

bill language and as to other clarifications which we would

think suitable for inclusion in the Committee's report.

First, the bill requires that noneg of the qualifying

library's income be expended other than on its own collection

and premises. As one who has worked as a lawyer and appeared

before this Committee before on tax legislation, I know this is

strong language. When such language has been used elsewhere in

the Internal Revenue Code, it has often generated litigation

and produced obviously unintended results, requiring further

Congressional action to set straight. In order to give some

protection with respect to small disbursements which might be

misclassified or extraordinary events not controllable by the

0
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library, we rcommend that the relevant language be recast to

read, . . . substantially all of whose income is expended for

the construction, maintenance, . [ * [eto. of such library.

. in this connections we assume, although the bill does not

literally so specify, that expenditures to-preserve the

library's endowment are Intended to be permitted by 8. 696.

Second, 8. 696 requires that a qualified library not charge

a fee for admission to the promises or use on the premises of

the library collection. In the ordinary meaning of words, free

admission and free use on the premises of the collection should

be clear enough. To avoid misunderstandings, however, we

suggest that some elaboration in the Committee's report could

be helpful. For example, the right of a reader to obtain in

the library a copy of a book so that he may study it freely

should not include the right, free of charge, to obtain permis-

sible phot6Sraphic copies of pages from such book. Nor should

a library be foreclosed from making a suitable charge to cover

its costs when a reference request of the librarian goes beyond

normal assistance in card catalog use, finding volumes, etc.,

and requires extensive, specialized assistance (in some

instances perhaps over a period of weeks or months).

In conclusion, 8. 696 is a sound proposal, and, having

noted the testimony of the Treasury Department, we hope that

the Department will reexamine its position and ultimately also

support enactment of the bill. The specific tests required by
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B. 696 to be a qualified library' necessarily provide the public
with full access to its activities and leave little opportunity
for abuse. Accordingly, in this period when unnecessary feder-
al regulatory processes are being reexamined, 8. 696 would
achieve the doubly constructive purpose of-reducing regulatory
burdens and freeing more private funds to preserve the heritage
and activities of our country's public libraries. In addition,
the excise tax level and number of institutions involved are

-such that no substantial federal revenues would be lost through
enactment of 8. 696. Finally# while there are probably rela-
tively few institutions which would be shifted from private to
public charity Status by 8. 696, the bill would not create
special exceptions of narrow appltcati~n. Rather Jt would
eliminate a narrow distinction created in 1969- without any
known evidence of specific intention to do so -- and enable
qualified libraries to rejoin the group of basic institutions
in our society (including educational institutions, hospitals
and churches)' which most citizens generally would recognize as
public charities.
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SrrY OF KANSAS
Offtoo of tbe Ch~aoelor

W3 Strong , aw no, Ran" 6o45
(913) 864-3131

January 4, 1981

Robert E. Lighthlzer, Chief Counsel
Subcommittee .n Taxation and Debt Management
Commiittee on Finance
2227 01rksen Senate Office Building N

United States Senate
ashi ngtonf D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Lighthizer:

RE: S.696

It-has been brought to my attention that Senate Bill 696, concerning
the tax-exempt status of organizations devoted to the operation of a
library that serves the public, Is currently before the Finance Subcom-
mittee on Taxation and Debt Management. The Linda Hall Library in KVnsas
City, Missouri, is an organization that would receive tax relief from the
passage of this legislation. The University of Kansas endorses the pro-
visions of S.696.'

The importance of the Linda Hall Library to the nation, and especially
to the central Midwest, cannot be overstated. In addition to being one of
the richest resources for scientific and technical books, JournAls, and
conference proceedings, the Linda Hall Library is also a valuable and
generous organization that engages wholeheartedly In cooperative ventures
with the University of Kansas Libraries and other libraries in the Midwest
and throughout the nation. By free and generous loans of its materials,
the Linda Hall Library serves a national constituency of students, scholars,
and the general public. In the 1980 fiscal year, for example, nearly
1,000 items were borrowed from the Linda Hall Library for use at the
University of Kansas (Lawrence). This represents approximately 25% of the
interlibrary loan requests generated in ,the scientific and technical

-disciplines at the University of Kansas. In addition to generous inter-
library loan services, the professional staff at the Linda Hall Library
also provides superb reference services by answering a multitude of
questions raised by libraries nationwide.

In this time of escalating library costs, specialized organizations
such as the Linda Hall Library provide a necessary and almost irreplace-
able resource for other libraries.-- These organizations serve a broadN
clientele and attempt to meet the needs of the academic, business, and
research coununities far beyond local geographic limits. On behalf of
the University of Kansas, I urge the Comitted on Finance to consider
favorably the provisions of S. 696. -

tincerely yours,

Gene A. Budtog'
Chancellor

GAB:dw

cc: The Honorable Bob Dole


